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SYNOPSIS 
In this Thesis the Researcher describes the work done 
in the course of an Industrial Ph. D. program with the 
University of Technology, Loughborough, Upon com- 
pletion of a period of training, the Researcher joined 
an industrial firm with the view of investigating ways 
of Management Innovation in the practical environment. 
The Industrial Ph. D. scheme being a new concept, based 
on investigation of practical problems within industrial 
enterprises and this study being the first of its kind, 
greater emphasis has been laid on the description of the 
Research Environment, and the actions and reactions of 
the Researcher and the Medium. The study was carried 
out over a period of four years, one academic year of 
post-graduate, post-experience training at the University, 
followed by three years of industrial investigation. 
During the period of industrial investigation the Re- 
searcher was a full time employee of the "Co-operating 
Firm". 
Th3 'Research Environment is described in Part I of the 
Thesis. 
In his initial capacity with the Co-operating Firm, the 
Researcher could not put forth his plans on the strength 
of his own functional responsibilities, but merely as 
proposals from an employee of the Company. The or- 
ganisational pattern of the Company did not cater for a 
central planning function. The Researcher studied the 
firm's requirements and devised a proposed program of 
work to provide an input to a Corporate Plan which was 
to follow. The Market Plan to be developed was intended 
to provide a focal point for the firm's Corporate Plan. 
2 
Subsequent organisational changes within the firm, 
allowed the Researcher to reach a position where 
first he was given advisory responsibility for 
Market Planning, and finally direct functional 
responsibility for implementation. 
From the outset, the Researcher provided Management 
with specific surveys and investigations in defined 
areas of imminent interest to the Organisation, which 
were acknowledged as being useful although seldom 
implemented. The Researcher succeeded in demon- 
strating the need and the feasibility of greater 
use of Scientific Management in the firn, and his 
own capability in contributing in its implementation. 
The organisational changes which occurred, took cog- 
nizance of this development and gradually the 
Researcher's programme was incorporated in the 
Company's Corporate plan. 
The Researcher's work embraced, (a) The formulation 
of an overall Market Plan and (b) A specific topic 
of research within the overall Plan. 
Market Opportunity Assessment studies constituted 
the specific topic of research. The method de- 
veloped provided a working tool needed in the im- 
plementation of the Market Plan. 
The Market Plan required applied research in two 
additional specific areas, (a) The development of 
a Linear Programme for Product Mix Optimisation and 
(b) An Input Output Matrix disaggregation for the 
Company's product lines, for Long Term forecasting 
purposes. 
I 
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The Thesis includes only a general outline for t1; ese 
programmes of research. Two additional Researchers 
from the Company's staff have joined the Industrial 
Ph. D. scheme to continue the investigation. The 
"enlarged scheme" has been accepted by the Company 
both as a vehicle for Management Innovation and of 
Management Development for middle Managers, and is 
expected to be supported on a continuous basis. 
Part II of the Thesis deals with the Specific Topic 
of Research, the assessment of Market Opportunity. 
To gain access to a greater pool of information, the 
Researcher assembled an inter Firm Study Group from 
a defined Industry Sector and jointly investigated 
prevailing opinions on Buying Decision Behaviour. 
To achieve a quantification of the opinions as as- 
certained, the Researcher devised a method based on 
Churchman Ackoff's Value Measure concept, and applied 
it to the collated data. A synthesized model based 
on the most prevalent opinion was established and 
adapted to provide a standard tool for Bid Opportunity 
Assessment, on non-price factors alone, applicable 
within an acceptable price differential bracket. The 
Price Factor was introduced as a separate variable, by 
using the Buyer's Price Sensitivity concept, so that 
the final solution for the Probability of Success is 
an overall measure including price and non-price 
factors. The method devised was labelled MOAS 
(Market Opportunity Assessment Scheme). 
Working Examples and Forms to use are given. Appli- 
cations in Pricing Policy and Pay-off computations are 
shown. 
11 
The seventeen contributory factors in the Buying 
Decision and their weighting, as established for 
(a) freely convertible and (b) non-freely convertible 
currency markets are given. A Literature Survey, 
Discussion and Polemic gives an insight into the 
State of the Art in the subject matter and allied 
spheres. 
4b 
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PART I 
THE RESEARCH ENVIRONMENT 
6 
CIL'. PTEP. I 
1h: )U'TRIAL, PII. D., AS A ILI cT SCHLiýE V-', 
FOR TJ 
. 
C: Ii ll2', Týý D : ý, L FIi-Z''i DISCU. ): ý-(: 01-; 
Mawal, gý,; cment Development, more than ever, in an era of 
increasing economic competitiveness is a topic of 
acute concern to the individual firm struggling to 
survive, to the national planner and to academic 
circles engaged in 11, anagement Teaching. 
The 'Implementation Gap' , to coin an expression, which 
exists between theoretical Management Research and the 
actual use made, by Manufacturing Industry, of the 
concepts developed, is only too obvious. 
The Report issued in June 1971 by the Advisory Panel 
on Management Education (established jointly by B. 1. M 
and C. B .I. in 1969), in response to a request from 
the Council of Industry for Management Education 
is relevant to the situation discussed. 
A team of senior industrial managers conducted surveys 
in fifty three leading manufacturing Corporations with 
the view of ascertaining what Industry thinks about 
Management Education. One of the salient points em- 
phasised, relevant to the subject matter of this 
treatise was: - 
"Chat Management Education Centres should be 
prepared to experiment in the field of post- 
experience education, both with subjects and 
methods oU orking with Managers on their own 
problems at the place of work, is cited as an 
example of a desirable kind of experiment". 
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It is the contention of this treatise to demonstrate 
the feasibility of such an experiment and to publish 
the results attained. 
Clearly, at the outset it is necessary to establish 
that "Scientific Management" is acceptable to the 
Management of the firm. 
The individual firm is faced with a difficult task in 
trying to solve its 114anagement Development probi. cuis. 
At the level where the introduction of rational decision 
making and the use of appropriate techniques is most 
needed, the results to be achieved by tuition are limited. 
In most cases the daily responsibilities hardly allow 
the Manager to free himself for extensive training and 
prevailing inhibitions further diminish the chances of 
changing his approach through education. 
The buying-in of Management talent is generally limited 
by availability and by financial considerations. 
It is the post-experience, post graduate University 
Trainee, returning to his firm, who carries great potential 
for the firm's Management Development Programme, but only 
too often do we witness a wastage of this valuable man- 
power when the individual's training and research is 
conducted in isolation from the mainstream of his firm's 
managerial problems. 
It is therefore suggested that Industrial Management Re- 
search Programmes should be designed to take account of 
the special circumstances in the industrial environment. 
-8- 
The Project, subject matter of this treatise, was de- 
signed with these features in mind. The Management 
Research and Innovation Project was supported by 
Academic Supervision from Loughborough University of 
Technology and by Internal Company Supervision from a 
Senior Board Member from the "Co-operating Firm". 
The project has developed into a continuous scheme, 
the writer's work providing the basis for further 
research. by two more Researchers, Post Graduates of 
Loughborough and Durham Universities, members of the 
Co-operating Firm. It is envisaged that a fourth 
researcher will join the ScheLle upon ter ination of 
the writer's period of research. 
The writer's experience, whilst involved in what is be- 
lieved to be a new scheme of its kind, points out the 
following salient features, essential to the success of 
the scheme: - 
a) The personal contact and involvement of the 
Academic Supervisor with the firm's Senior 
Manaj eme nt . This pre-supposes that the 
Academic Supervisor has practical Management 
experience at senior level enabling him to 
achieve acceptance by the Firm's Board Members 
and also to recognise the individual or in- 
dividuals on the Board who are dedicated to 
Management Innovation and who will form the 
"Alliance" to support the Scheme. A 
"presence" of the University's Management 
Research Function in the Industries within 
geographical proximity, is of utmost im- 
portance. 
Furthermore, the carrying out of Management 
Innovation and Research is inseparable of 
organisational changes and thus it is 
essential that the Academic Supervisor 
be aware of prevailing trends and Board 
Room policies, as they may affect the Scheme. 
-9. _ 
b) The internal Company Supervisor, must not only 
be of adequate academic standing, but also be 
in a position of Senior responsibility in the 
firm, to be able to underwrite the firm's 
undertakings connected with the Schezze. 
cý The Researcher, besides possessing the necessary 
attributes to conduct the research, must possess 
the level-headedness and patience to negotiate 
the gradual acceptance of the scheme as a valuable 
contribution, seen to be in the firm's, interest. 
The firmm' s rank and file confidence is to be 
gained by demonstrating the aid of management 
techniques in performing their tasks, the Researcher 
must, at all times, validate demonstration. 
Suspicion towards "academic fancies" can only be 
overcome by tangible results, not by logical 
argumentation. Success in a working environment 
is measured by management recognition; the Re- 
searcher is well advised to assume a position of 
managerial responsibility within his area of re- 
search and demonstrate his ability to carry his 
weight. 
d) The Continuity of the Scheme is essential to it 
being a valid Management Development contribution. 
Within one man's formal research project period, 
only a limited area can be covered and if there is 
no continuation of the effort, the impact will 
soon be lost. To shape a firm's Management Style 
a period of ten years is barely sufficient, this 
requiring the investment of three generations of 
successive formal research periods. 
-10 - 
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The individual fir in has much to gain from a 'Man. rl,, ement 
Development Scheme based on a plaruied Industrial- Ph. D. 
Research Pro'rai ne . The savings resulting from the 
decline in Staff Turnover in a profession so prone to 
movement, the high rotivaL on of the staff and the 
in, pl1icit free consultative input from the University, 
should maize the scheine extremely attractive to Industry. 
Industrial Management Teaching and Research, equally, 
have much to gain by this approach and would benefit 
from greater involvement in industry. 
Industrial Management Research, leading to an "Industrial 
Ph. D. " is probably one of the most rece, n. t of Management 
Science Research activities and it will be some time 
before it is fully defined. 
Here, it is argued that, Industrial Management Research, 
being performed by Professional Managers, will be imbued 
with the basic requirement of a Manager's action: the 
creation of wealth, in its widest sense. More particular, 
in this context when researching, he is engaged in the 
creation of new 'tools' to better his performance. Whilst 
pure research in the Management Sciences will strive to 
find typical solutions in hypothetical circumstances, it 
is left to the Industrial Researcher to adapt such 
concepts, get them accepted and make them pay, hence make 
them viable in the live business environment. 
.. S. . ... "o , 
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The creation of working tools and not t(ht-bc. ok c_ etl e; is 
the concern of Industrial Research, It may be a 
of some controversy as to what el-Aent this iuoi7e 
activity is to be labelled Research and not, rasher i -ce 
eOnsidered a matter for the practitioner. The wri Ler 
has found that in the creation of management tools, the 
basic rigours of scientific research, as used in the 
Physical Sciences apply: - 
1) The formulation of the preliminary h3Tp-)otl-iesi: -n . 
2) Experimental testing of the hypothesis. 
3ý Revision, Refinement and Standardisation. 
By following this cycle the "Theory", evolves, 
This cycle is the criterion for defining research wort; 
and is thus, in the writer's view, the decisive argui: Äent 
for considering Management Innovation a method of Applied 
Research. 
Based on the postulates outlined before, greater emphasis 
on the consideration of the Research Environment has been 
placed, in this dissertation than otherwise customary. 
As said before, the investigation into the ways of 
implementation of Management Innovation, is considered as 
relevant as the development of the new method itself. 
ý" M1 
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CHAPTER 11 
ME CA . SE STUDY 
The Researchers basically trained as a mechanical Engineer, 
with subsequent specialisation in Production Engineering, 
followed a career in various Industrial Management 
S rvices, Market Research and Consultancy on the Continent, 
the TJ. S, A. and. Overseas, reached after fifteen years of 
employment a middle management position in Industry. 
At that stage he returned to University for post--experience, 
post-graduate training and joined the newly enacted 
'Industrial Ph. D. ' scheme. After residential attendance 
and succes.; ful completion of the examinations at the 
University, the Researcher joined the ranks of the "Co- 
operating Firm" as a member of its staff. 
The Co -operating Firm 
A Manufacturing Company of I.. o19 standing, makers of in- 
dustrial Capital Plant for the Process Industries, Power 
Generation and Environmental Control, employ some 6,000 
people in one major and three minor plants, having a yearly 
turnover of 20--30 Mil. pounds and markets' in the U. K. and 
Overseas, the firm may be considered typical of the larger 
Midlands Heavy Engineering Firm. 
The post-war demand and a captive market in its major line 
of activity has, for two decades, provided a steady and 
profitable market and soft-bedded management attitudes. 
The mid sixties brought the first signs of decline in 
markets and in the profitability of the Company. A major 
project, in an area of pioneering technology, caused multi- 
million pound losses, led the Company to the brink of 
disaster, and brought to an end merger negotiations which 
were conducted at that time. Outside Management Consultants 
were brought in, from a firm of well known Accountants, 
"to advise the M . D. on re-organisation's. The final 
recommendations were a negotiated compromise as agreed 
between the M. D. and the *Consultants and very few people 
in ' the-'Organisation were at all involved in the exercise 
which was handled as an advisory function to the M. D. 
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The outcome of the Consultants' recommendations was a new 
Company organisation pattern, creating two' "Trading Divi- 
sions" on a Product-Line delineation, one Manufacturing 
Division and several Service Divisions, Sales and ý`. - rýceting, 
Research and Devei opmen-L , Finance etc, the Trading 
Divisions being Profit Centres and the other Divisions 
being Cost Centres. The Trading Divisions were 
responsible for their k.: -i) profitable operation, had their 
own En-igoine e Estimating, ` r'irig, . [; Contract Administration and 
Erection functions, but their Salesmen were functional-ly 
responsible to the newly established Sales and Marketing 
Division, although their line responsibility re- ained u: _i. th 
the Trading Divisions. The Trading Divisions bought at 
cost from the Manufacturing, Division and t, rere charged, at 
cost, for the Service Divisions and Main Board's expenses. 
At this stage the Researcher joined the Company and was 
offered a position in the Overseas Liaision Department in 
an advisory function to the Overseas Liaison Director. 
The Overseas Liaison Department's function was vaguely 
defined as "the support of Overseas Sales". The Overseas 
Liaison Director (a Member of the Board) was not responsible 
to the Sales and Marketing Director but only to the M. D. 
Meanwhile, the Researcher, placed at an outpost of the 
Organisation, with little chance to influence Management 
to back his programme of Market Planning, decided that 
in order to draw Management's attention he must demonstrate 
first that he could provide valuable support on specific 
market investigations. 
The opportunity arose when the problem of market priority 
ratings for the Company's major product in a particular 
part of the world was raised, and the Researcher undertook 
to investigate and report. 
- 14 - 
The Analysis was prepared in a methodical manner, great 
care being taken to consider all the factors involved, 
the market demand as well as the Company's resources 
specified and quantified and the final product of three 
months of desk research circulated as a one hundred and 
fifty page document impressive in content and presenta- 
ti one 1 
This document has come to be known as the "Nine Country 
Report" and was a milestone in the project's fortunes. 
The Researcher attached to the Report a separate document 
outlining a proposed Corporate Planning activity in the 
Company, showing the proposed stages of implementation. 
The "Nine Country Report" gave an assessment of feasible 
market shares in the area, quantified and made dependent 
upon certain alternative strategies, but it obviously only 
considered the nine regions nominated. Other areas, 
both geographical and in respect of product ranges, were 
not brought into the equation. 
This report was never acted upon but it made its point, 
it showed that rational decision making, based on analytical 
investigation, is not "Textbook stuff" but can be applied 
to the Company's daily problems. 
From this moment in time, the Researcher was commissioned 
to survey and investigate various isolated problems but 
had, as yet, neither the authority, nor the staff, to tackle 
overall Company Corporate Planning aspects. 
Organisational changes followed, further strengthening the 
Trading Division pattern and at that stage, the two Trading 
Divisions had their own Sales Force and planning responsi- 
bility. 
., IIý, 
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The Researcher was appointed Market Research Manager witl-;. n 
1 .. the Development Planning Department, responsible, through 
the Planning Development General Manager, to the Technical 
Director of the Company, but had in that capacity no 
functional planning responsibility and acted solely in an 
advisory capacity. 
The'Board of Trade, Export Promotion Department, aware of 
the Market Opportunity Assessment studies undertaken in 
the Researcher's Section, seconded a Civil Servzýrtt, an 
"Executive Trade Officer" to the Company for a year, to 
work with the Researcher and learn the Industry's needs 
on Market Intelligence. A team of two, one Industrial 
Engineer and one Economist joined the Researcher's staff, 
who now had a staff of five to perform the routine Develop- 
ment Planning - Market Research Surveys and to prepare data 
and information on the constraining factors in the Company's 
Market for the Company's major product lines. Total Market 
Potential Data was established, to a great extent by desk 
research, a monitoring and up-dating system based on 
published sources was instituted and competitive performance 
monitored, 
It became evident that management tools had to be developed 
in certain areas in order to rationalise the Optimum Sales 
Target Setting procedure. Foremost, a standardised 
quantitative method to assess probability of success on 
individual tenders was required. 
The methods developed are described in later chapters. 
."..,. ý 
". lt " S. 
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After the for uiatiov) of the preliminary hypothesis, a i:; eafl 
of experimental. testing of t1-Lis hypothesis \ý,, a5 n ,`t. 
,r 
To achieve a wider base for such work, the fiesearcher 
assembled an Inter-®Firm Study Group from firms 
supplying complementary equipment to a similar market 
pattern. These firms would have no competitive axe to t; r+_nd 
and' generally be interested in the solution of the couu-'ion 
problem. After engaging the aid of several Government 
Departments and Trade Associations to facilitate contact 
with interested parties, the Group was formed and played 1 ri 
important part in the final refinement of the method. 
The Inter-Firm Study Group is described in detail, in Chapt: ¬: 'r 
Iv. 
The Study Group's critical appraisal of the method, greatly 
strengthened the claim as to its validity and lent it further 
credence in the eyes of the Company. Contact by corres- 
pond. ence was also made with researchers in Comparative 
Market Analysis in the U. S. A., chiefly with Dr Bertil 
Liander, Associate Director of the Center for Business and 
Economic Research, School of Business Administration; 
University of Massachusetts, who commented on the selection 
and calibre of sales executives to be interviewed in the 
ranking exercises (See Chapter on MOAS, Part II). 
During the winter of 1970, a change in the Management 
Structure of the Company was instituted. The 
American 
shareholders who had previously increased 
their interest 
in the Company, were invited to provide management support 
and an American Managing Director, Financial 
Director and 
Management Services Director were appointed. Manu- 
facturing, Contracts, Engineering, Sales and Personnel 
Directorships, were filled by members of the previous 
Board. A classical functional organisation replaced 
the previous pattern and the Divisions were disbanded. 
" S. 
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With the 01) jectivo of turning a projected loss into a pro 'it 
situation, stringent Financial Coat rol i%-as introduce: i, a 
reduction of staff achieved by amalgamation of services and 
closure of Regional Offices® 
The reduction of 'operating 
expenses was not accompanied by a fall-off in turnover, 
thus improving the profitability situation. During the 
per4od of consultation proceeding the announcement or the 
new or&anisation. ai pattern, the Researcher made his ideas 
known to the-Managing Director, pointing out what, in his 
view, were the necessary steps essential to steer the 
Company into a course of rational decision-making and 
familiarised him with the research work done so fare 
Most important of all, the Company Supervisor for the 
project, having assumed a key role on the new Board, 
, ensured the recognition of the project, as having a valuable 
contribution to make to the development of the Company's 
planning function. His efforts made the continuation and 
gradual implementation of the Scheme possible. 
Under the new organisation pattern, the Researcher was 
appointed Market Research and Planning Manager, responsible 
to the Sales Director and co-opted into the Sales Management 
team. No member of his staff was made redundant and both 
these facts are to be taken as a Vote of Confidence to the 
advocated approach. In his new role the Researcher became 
responsible for Sales Planning and Forecasting and was able 
finally to introduce the methods developed on an experi- 
mental basis, as a routine procedure. After a period of 
operation of at least two years, during which expected 
against actual occurrency is monitored, a further re- 
appraisal of the method will be undertaken. The Researcher 
was made responsible for setting procedures for information- 
flow, records and information retrieval in the Sales and 
Marketing Department, and procedures were instituted to 
provide the internal Company data necessary for future 
Corporate Planning. It was recognised that lack of internal 
data was the main deterrent to rational decision making. 
s. ; -. +i 
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To secure Top Manageme nt ts agreement, on the wider planning 
concepts as advocated in this treatise, it was necessary 
to conduct several spearhead activities; to be seen as 
pilot exercises, their value being in both proving the 
feasibility of the approach and the capability of the 
Researchers to carry it out. 
(a) In the area of Centralised Inf orrnati on Hannn: 1 . -. 
i ng 
, and Analysis. As a pre--requisite for any 
planning system adhered to, the recording, 
collating; analysing and reporting of relevant 
information for control purposes in a standar- 
dised manner, was considered to be the first area 
to be tackled. 
The prevailing information sources of the 
commercial functions, Sales and Proposal De- 
velopment (Estimating) were inadequate and 
sporadic. Different plants ran different 
systems and Top Management was not in a 
position to judge overall performance in a 
detailed manner. Performance for individual 
product, lines and product items could not be 
monitored. The writer introduced Centralised 
Recording, using a project code numbering 
system lending itself to control and analysis 
throughout the project stages. Weekly, 
Monthly and Quarterly Review Reports were 
compiled in a pre-determined standard format 
and acted upon' according to standing procedures 
as layed down. During a six months period, 
July to January, the recording and reporting work 
was done manually at an appreciable cost 
in 
manpower and during this period, the necessary 
improvements to the scheme were institutedo 
." -k- 
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(a) Continued 
'1. 
At the end of the period the s chemcn was c orn- 
puterised and the manhour expenditure reduced 
-to one full time enipl oye ,to supply the 
computer input information. 
These Reports devote separate sections to 
information on "anticipated enquiries", 
"enquiries resourced" (i. e. received and 
checked for compatibility with Company's 
resources), "tenders in preparation", 
"tenders declined", "tenders submitted, 
orders not yet placed", "orders received", 
"orders lost to competition", "enquiries 
withdrawn". Each chapter is printed on 
a different shade of paper, and the Report has 
come to be known as the "Rainbow Review" 
due to its multi-coloured appearance. By 
reporting on "new entries" and change of 
status of jobs in a concise fashion and 
covering all Company plants, by providing 
the Agenda for an Action Meeting and the 
Minutes of Actions to be Taken, by its pre- 
set action requirements and by implicating 
all relevant Company functions; all on a 
routine basis, the "Rainbow Review" impresses 
a discipline of work on all concerned which 
is greatly - appreciated. Area Sales Offices 
IV-Dm to report on each Outstanding tender, 
Proposal Development and Engineering h ve to 
report on progress or deficiency on enquiries 
and manpower resourcing is sanctioned by the 
three functions or referred to the Managing 
Director's decision: 
" . -J 
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(a) Continued 
Delays, Ommissions and any "Sweeping under the 
Carpet" cannot be entertained without being 
noticed, In conjunction with the "Rainbow 
Review", reports on historical data such as 
Enquiry/Tender, Tender/Order, Conversion 
Ratios by Number and Value, by Period, Product 
Line, Area etc. are prepared; as well as 
Forecast/Achieved Performance, along all these 
variables o 
The acceptance of a Management Style based on 
concerted, continuous appraisal of performance with 
all the discipline it imposes on the Organisation 
is to be considered as a break through and an 
achievement. It is worth noting that the learn- 
ing curve of the Organisation was very steep at 
that stage and when shown that an analytical 
approach highlights aspects not previously 
appreciated by subjective appraisal, the new tools 
were soon to be used and quickly became part of 
routine. 
At the end of the six months trial period, Top 
Management approved the scheme as part of 
company procedure and entrusted the Computer 
Department with the routine Reporting by 
Computer Print-Out of the Review; Data Input to 
be the responsibility of Central Sales Records 
C. S. R. )0 
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ýb} In the Area of Pr. rcj_uct P- iý: Op-imisat on 
At the outset of the Research Project period, 
the Company held in its Product Range a large 
number of "Side-Line" products which o),, -rew onto 
the Company throughout time and the identifi- 
cation of their individual contribution to the 
Company's fortunes did not receive much attention 
by Management. The total number of product 
items in the Company's range came to one hundred 
and thirteen (113). 
An. initial culling exercise, to eli): 0. nate the 
obviously unattractive products, was undertaken. 
The success of this first-stýze rationalisation 
exercise, to be manually carried out, was believed 
to enlist further support from Top Management. 
The plan was sanctioned and an Inter-departmental 
Working Party, under the writer's Chairmanship, was 
created. 
This exercise, leading to a reduction of the total 
number of products, also reduces the work load 
involved in ascertaining the necessary data for the 
envisaged Linear Pro-ramming scheme. 
To ascertain the product areas where the likelihood 
of identifying unattractive products was greatest, 
all products were listed in decreasing order of 
magnitude of contribution to total Company ri`urnover, 
and an in-depth investigation carried out starting 
from the tail end. 
Grouped in twenty-six Product lines, the first half 
of the Lines contributed 90% to the Company's Turn- 
over and two thirds contributed 95%. It was thus 
decided to concentrate first on the lower one third 
to one half of the List. 
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(b) Continued 
The Company's pricing policy operated on a Gross 
Margin system, this margin to cover operating 
expenses including Estimating and Proposal De- 
velopment Engineering, Under these circum- 
stances it was possible for a Product Line with 
excessive demand on. these resources, compared 
to its contribution to Turnover, to be a "loss- 
maker", although showing an acceptable gross 
margin. By ascertaining through in-depth in- 
vestigation what the variable portion of the 
operational overheads, (i. e. Proposal Develop- 
ment, ap, nee ring, Testing etc. ) included in 
the Margin was, for each of the products under 
scrutiny, that product's "true" profitability 
was deduced and a 'Mock' Product Profit and Los 
Account established. Turnover figures were 
seasonally adjusted (for the prevailing invest- 
ment cycle in Capital goods), achieved-versus- 
budgeted margins and variation causes investigated, 
in order to eliminate bias from base data. 
Market Potential,, Tender/Order, Conversion Ratios t 
Engineering and Manufacturing Aspects were taken 
into account, as well as any possible considera- 
tions linked to the Company's R&D programme. 
These factors were seen to present possible 
overriding considerations causing a product to 
be kept in the Company's range, in spite of its 
present unprofitability. If that be the case, 
Management would knowingly make the decision 
not to discontinue the product. In all cases 
where no such objections were made, the product 
was recommended to be discontinued. This exer- 
cise results in a reduction in the number of 
Product Lines. 
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(b) Continued 
Stage 'B° of the Product Rationalisation Scheme 
was to form part of the General Linear Programm- 
ing Corporate Planning Scheme (LIP0) . 
To estab1 : 1h the feasibility of such a method 
and demonstrate its potential, a pilot study, 
in a Li. m1. -Ced area; applying cnly part of the 
prevailing constraints, was conducted. (The 
Product Mix Problem in Heavy Fabrication, A 
Linear Prograrciming Approach. B. J. Shute, M . Sc. 
Thesis. Loughborough University 1971) o The 
study highlighted the problem areas to be 
encountered when the full scale exercise will 
be mounted by the second generation researcher. 
It demonstrated the versatility and responsive- 
ness of the model. Scarce and slack resource 
areas are clearly indicated, facilitating 
adaptive re-deploying for better loading, to 
successively approach the optimum mix. The 
major problem was shown to be the collation of 
data on resource -demand by product and the 
solution could only be seen in the computerisa- 
tion of the Company's data system. 
The Company's recognition of the feasibility of 
the Scheme was expressed by a formal decision to 
implement 
as Stage I, the computerised data handling system. 
as Stage II, the "Company Model" as a Linear 
Programme Optimisation Model o 
At this moment in time the third researcher joined 
the tears, 'to further develop the Linear Programme 
Optimisation Model (LZP0) 
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(b) Continued 
The writer's task which was the 
and general introduction of the 
Scheme on the one hand, and the 
Market Opportunity- Assessment M 
the Specific Research Topic, on 
completed. 
initial conception 
Group Research 
development of the 
ethod (MOAS) as 
the other hand, was 
The Research Scheme was accepted as an integral 
part of the Company's Management Development 
Philosophy, three Researchers with specified tasks 
will, on a continuous basis, proceed with the work 
outlined; backed by the Company's Top Managemont 
and the University's support. 
Upon completion of the writer's project, and his 
withdrawal from the formal scheme, he will be 
followed by another Researcher whose task will be 
the development of Group Technology principles 
applied to the optimised Product Mix. Further 
research effort will be required for the establish- 
ment of Technological Coefficients (factors of 
technological change) to be fed to the Input-Ouput 
Analysis Forecasting programme which is being 
developed. It is expected that this contribution 
will come from a Researcher on the staff of the 
Company's R&D department. 
The present Research Programme, to feed the 
Company's Corporate Plan, was aimed at providing 
the methods in the three basic spheres of planning 
input : 
', r -- 
05 
aý the present envirol mcllt - by developin 
MOAS - Rese archer 10 
0 b) the Company's optimum present c our!,; o of 
action-, by developing LIPO -A Rescarchcr YT. 
eý the future environment - by developing 
Input "-Output Analysis Forecast 
Researcher III. 
COMM {'SITS 
The Case Study as described, suggests that: - 
1. Applied Industrial Manager; ient Research requires 
a total involvement in the Organisation's 
specific problems and, to succeed, the Researcher 
must take an active part in the firm's current 
operation; it must take place in the factory, 
office or workshop where the business is con- 
ductedo 
2. The Researcher must demonstrate to the Organisation 
where he intends to innovate, that he possesses 
enough practical sense and an appreciation of the 
shortcomings u_f the Organisation and will not 
base his work on expectations which will not 
materialise, He must be capable of adapting the 
academic model to the rigours and complications 
of the live situation. 
-AWL 
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20 Continued 
Although equipped with the tools acquired on 
his academic training ground, when in the 
field he will not brandish these. He will 
P esexA to the Organisation a digestible 
product, a method which can be seen to be of 
tangible managerial value, not the riodel, bu(- 
the standard pr_ ocedu. re derived. 
3. Any Innovation Development bur deins the 
Organisation witbb appreciable extra expenditure. 
The generation of information, interviewing, 
taking up of Executives i valuable tilde, inter- 
ference with current routine, etc. w-, rill be 
resented unless it can be seen that the 
Organisation derives benefits from the Research; 
on specific, even isolated, topics, long before 
the final outcome of the exercise can be 
ascertained. 
Industrial Management Innovation is, by necessity, 
a prolonged exercise, it takes years to phase an 
Organisation into a higher level of Planagerial 
Expertise and it would be beyond the individual 
Researchers' physical capabilities to undertake 
such a task alone. Thus his task is to initiate 
and guide others to continue. It will require 
reliance on the Organisation's resources to 
generate the information flow essential for the 
research task. 
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It. Continued 
In most instances, the introduction of a more 
Sophisticated method of optimising the Company's 
operation, will require a more elaborate internal 
information system, and it will have to be 
instituted and operated for an appreciable time 
before use of the data can be made. All this 
points at the fact that Industrial Management 
Research must be conducted as part of the firm's 
Management Development effort and can hardly be 
attempted by the lone Researcher outside the 
mainstream of the firm's activity. Furthermore, 
a continuity of the research effort, to ensure 
revision and refinement, is essential for a 
Theory to evolve and be continually enriched. 
As seen in the Case Study, certain areas, treated 
in more general terms by the single, first- 
generation Researcher, provide the ground for 
more specific research for second and third- 
generation Researchers. 
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CHAPTER III 
TIE MARKET P-i . ýýN': ING STRAT ; GY 
The Strategy further described will apply to firms that have 
to face, in the first instance, a phase of consolidation to 
ensure survival, before entering the phase of growth and 
maximisation of profits. 
The basic determinant of that phase is the inability of the 
firm to increase. its resources, due to the present un- 
profitable or marginally profitable operation, whereas 
upon reaching an acceptable return on investment position, 
the limitation on available resources can be lifted and 
planning for a maximisation of return on an optimum in- 
vestment can be enacted. 
The failure to differentiate between these two phases has 
been most damaging to many an Organisation. 
Within the first Phase, two stages can be delineated. The 
first stage demands an analysis into the prevailing product 
mix with a view to eliminating those areas of activity which 
are a drain on the Company's resources, are "parasitic" on 
the other activities and thereby lower the Company's overall 
average return on investment. The basic concept is to "back 
the winners" in preference to "nursing the loosens". By so 
doing, further capacity of resources is liberated, to be 
deployed on the more profitable activities. 
The second stage of the first phase demands an optimisation 
of the retained activity-mix, by setting varying quanti- 
tative targets on each activity, with the aim to achieve an 
optimum utilisation of the resources, to give best contri- 
bution to total fixed cost and profits. The basic 
ponstraints of the model are feasible-market-share forecasts 
for each distinct activity and the individual resource 
capacity level, 
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Resource Capacity levels bo available from : internal 
' Company data. 
Zn order to arrive at feasible market share forecasts 
for the short--terra plan, the pre sent areas of market 
involvement of the Company will be considered and 
Total Market Potentials established from published 
sources. To further establish expected Market Shares, 
in the light of possible Market Strategy actions, a 
Decision Tree Diagram, illustrating the "action-- -)ranches" 
leading to certain "Shave-s", will be built. 
To allocate a "Share" to a. certain Strategy (action) ,a 
method of assessing Opportunity of Success will have to be 
deviled. It was reasoned that a large body of in- 
formation must be available in the accumulated knowledge 
of Buyer Behaviour, as ascertained by experienced Sales 
Executives, throughout the Industry. inforxiation from 
Supplier sources was considered to be more valid than that 
ascertained from Purchasing sources, due to the fact that 
the Supplier has an inherent interest in arriving at the 
true cause of Buying Behaviour and will benefit from the 
investigation. The motivation of the Interviewee was 
taken to be the overriding factor in the choice of medium 
to be employed. To reach the widest possible audience, 
an Titer--Firne Study Group (see Chapter Iv) was to be 
established. 
During the second planning phase, the resource capacity 
constraint and the market share limitation is lifted and 
the exercise enlarged to new areas of activity, geared 
to the expected environmental changes causing a changed 
market demand situation. 
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The "Plari' is schematically described below: 
PHASE I 
: Method 
Fixed Total Stage 1 
Resources (i) R ationalise Product Mix to : Ad-hoc Analysis, 
e liminate "loss makers" 
(Short Term) 
Stage 2 
(ii) Optimise Return, within : Linear Prograý:; !, - 
given demand on resources : ing 
for each activity, 
express as a pre-determined: 
Sales Target for each : Market Opportunity 
Product Line) Consider : Assessment 
"Cellular Production" 
Implications 
PHASE II 
Stage 1: 
Variable (iii) Determine areas of : Input Output 
Optimal Opportunity Analysis 
Total Stage 2 
Resources (iv) Optimise Return, within 
given Demand Linear Programme 
(Long Term) 
on Development Resources, For Development 
for each venture, express Planning 
as a Corporate R-D Target : 
DETAILS OF EACH STAGE 
I (i) Product Rationalisation 
A Working Party drawn from members of 
the Company from all relevant departments, 
Engineering, Marketing, Manufacturing 
Services, Contract Administration and 
Finance, was established under the writer's 
Chairmanship. 
After initial exhaustive recording of all 
the Company's activities, these were listed 
in a decreasing order of magnitude of their 
Contribution to Total Company Turnover. 
Following an obvious pattern for a "non- 
managed" Product-Mix, the upper half of 
the list was found to contribute some 90% 
Lf Total Turnover. 
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Based on the Arg-ui-tie-Tit., that 
fying products absorbing rim 
Company's scarce resources, 
area, the investigation was 
of the Product Line. 
the greatest chance, of iderti- 
re than their share of the 
will be in the low-contributor 
coi i: ý: lenced from the tail end 
Low contribution to total Turnover is linked more often 
than not, with a high ratio of abortive to successful 
tenders o The cost of producing these abortive tenders, 
including Engineering Design, Testing, Development Work and 
Estimating is normally charged to Ore-rating Expenses, taken 
to be fixed. By adopting such an Accounting System, the 
"true" profitability of an a ctivity is not revealed, as 
ensuing orders are being charged only with the average fixed 
costs throughout the Company. 
A cost accounting system based on Contract Accounts and not 
on Product Lines will not reveal the true profit situation 
for each Product Line, Product Lines afflicted with a poor 
Tenders to Orders Conversion Ratio are prone to be Loss- 
Makers in spite of the fact that the individual Contract 
can be profitable o 
Many "low-contributors" were found also 
to have a low potential for growth not warranting a major 
Sales effort to be mounted. Selectivity in the choice of 
projects tackled, undoubtedly, will improve the overall 
profit situation. 
In the ultimate, the nucleus of a Corporation is its opera- 
tional team, manufacturing facilities can be bought in, the 
operational function is the scarcest resource, its increased 
deployment on the "Winner" Product Lines is expected to 
improve the Company's balance sheet Q 
J2 " 
The declared aim or the Rationalisation exorcise was to 
reduce the number of product lines, thereby achieving a 
reduction in inventory, freeing resources to be re- 
deployed to more profitable lines and all this with a 
minimal effect on contribution to fixed costs and profits, 
as all products investigated contributed less than 10", to 
total Company turnover and revenue. This Stage, by 
appreciably reducing the number of products to be in- 
vestigated during Stage 2. was instrumental in reducing 
the work load at Stage 20 
Iii -- Linear Programme Qp inii sat i on j LIPO) 1 
To the consolidated product range which emerges from 
Stage I, a different approach than that outlined previously 
will have to be applied. These products, being 
capable of profitable expansion, will constitute the new 
product-mix, target quantities for each item to be de- 
termined by way of a linear prograimning optimisation 
model, to arrive at a total optimum contribution to fixed 
costs and profit. The detailed level cpnment of the L. P. 
programme will constitute the Main Topic of Research of 
another Researcher. 
The model must take into account the following parameters: 
The expected maximum sales capacities for 
each product item. 
2) The contribution to fixed costs and profit 
for each product item. 
3) The detailed required investment of Company 
resources for each product item. 
The total available capacity for each detailed 
Company resource, 
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For items 2,3 and 4, i.; hich are based on internal Commjm; mrzy 
data , inforýzatlon was available only in týr.. rt and record- 
ing procedures to provide the unknown data were plan . ed 
to 
be designed and instituted. 
Item 1, required the development of a quantitative method 
that could provide the information. This subject forms 
the "Topic of -Main 
Research" described in Part II of this 
dissertation. 
The Optimisation Model thus presents the following matrix 
Pi P2 PN 
1 
S2 SN 
M M2 MN 
Ra Rail Ra, 2 
Ra, N 
Ra, 
max 
Rb b, 1 b, 2 
Rb 
,N 
Rb 
, max 
Re RC, 1 ßC, 2 
RC, N RC, max 
Ru Ru 
91 
Ru, 2 Ru ,N 
Ru. 
, max 
Products are designated P1 to PN 
Resources " It R1 to Ru 
S1 to SN are max expected Sales capacities 
N1 to MN are expected gross margins 
R to R are respective resource in- 
a, 1 u, N vestments 
Ra 
max 
to RU, max are resource capacities 
s 
X, to XN are the number of each product 
item in the product mix 
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thus the function to be maxirised is 
, X9 M1 + x2 M2 + ..... *XN MMN 
` 
the constraints of the Model are: 
X1 Ra 
,1 
-t- X2 Ra 
,2+009. 
XNRa, 
N. e-- Ra , max 
x1+ 
2 Rb+.., 0 xý'ýTl% b p1 y2 NRb, max 
X1R 
cll + 
XýRý 
9z+.... 
XýýRc 
iN R C, max 
RU 
v1 
+ XNRU 
12+... a 
XNRU' 
N .55R maw 
x1 '1 
X2 S2 
x3 s3 
X 15 SN 
The solution will give values for 
X1 to XN to satisfy the maximisation re- 
quirement. 
The entity for a product item is that which is being sold as 
a unit and thus generates an identifiable profit margin. 
Units need to be kept consistent only within a product row, 
now throughout the Matrix. 
Resource entities must be detailed to a degree where product 
substitution is valid, i. e. floor space must be identified by 
structure head space or freedom from obstruction, or 
foundation strength, to satisfy a particular product size and 
weight requirement. 
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All relevant resources such as machines and tools, 
facilities, man hours by trade, for estimatiing, design; 
manufacture, testing, inspection, erection and other ft', rictiozis 
must be identified. 
The Model is basically the solution to a great number, of 
simultýieous equ tt, _oxns, ,; dived by the Simplex methods The 
Computational problem is not too great and was solved by 
1t 
usihig a standard software package- (ICL-. XDL on an ICT, 1900 
series computer. 
A sub-routine to the programme, d. osi. ; mated a "Cost lý. tiýzz; , ýý "" 
allows us to change one s: i_Ya,,; 1e variable and find the effect on 
the solution as well as the bounds of the allowed var. i. ation, 
before a product is squeezed out of the soluL on. 
As the "slack" in each resource capacity is given, we can 
determine, for example, what decrease in gross margin. per 
product achieved, will male the sale or hir_3. n out of a 
particular facil . 
i. ty become -profitable. 
By re-deploying or exchanging resources, or increasing these, 
when the constraint on total capital employed is lifted the 
- new solution will give us the resultant change in revenue. 
The power of the method and its application in the Corporate 
Plan is obvious o 
A pilot run, on limited available information, was performed 
and the feasibility of the method proven. 
(51). It was 
decided that the further development of the project is to 
constitute the Research Project of the next Researcher to 
join the team, after the means of determining Sales Capacities 
will be available. Sales Capacities are deter: -.: ined by the 
Company's expected Harket Share \: hich is a function of its 
Opportunity of Success. 
IIOAS, as_ described in Part II, now provides a tcol for asses -- 
Ing the Opportunity of Success. 
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ýý-ý iii m .. gis . ý., 
} input C3uf. ýuýG ýriýýgl -ý. 
Phase II is aimed. at the future and constitutes the Long 
Range Plan. Input-Output Analysis is suggested as the 
appropriate tool to determine the areas of opportunity. 
General problems of Input-Output Analysis Forecasting, 
relevant to the Co-operating Firm, are discussed in the 
Appendix following this Chapter. The problem-, encountert-d 
in the application of the known macro-economic principle 
to a micro-economic situation, at the single firm level, 
proved to require as : separate Research exercise and a 
further Researcher was co-opted to undertake this task. 
Based on National Statistics and Input-Output Tables which 
treat an Industrial Sector (SIC Minimal Heading 50 - 
Industrial Plant and Steelwork for The Firm in Question) 
as a unit, a more detailed breakdown into Product Lines will 
be undertaken. The necessary field work for this investi- 
gation is envisaged to be carried out jointly by a number 
of firms in the "Sector". 
II a iv) -ý Development P1anz inn 
The Factors of Technological Change and the main owth areas 
identified and the Capital Plant Investment quantitatively 
forecast= allow the R&D effort required for innovative action 
in these areas to be assessed. 
The optimisation of the R&D programme can be attempted on a 
similar basis as during the short term phase, but on a 
different input. Stage I has identified areas of opportunity 
in excess of what the firm could handle. By optimising the 
R&D Mix using Linear Programming Techniques, the failure 
rate is expected to be reduced. 
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APPS N' DSX 
A Discussion of 0 Techni ues in Corporate 
pld! nnd 
It must first be noted that I/O Analysis is only one of 
several tools which can be used to determine long-ran e 
industrial forecasts, it is therefore indicated to discus 
the advantages and disadvantages of this method and the 
considerations which led to the choice made. 
-Mathematical techniques are essential in. order to provide 
a link between economic forecasts and industrial markets. 
The large quantities of data required to determine the 
impact of changes in the economic environment on industrial 
forecasts, can only be handled by electronic computation. 
The mathematical techniques do not provide the forecast 
'per seethey rinerely translate a basic economic assumption 
(forecast) into an industry based market forecast. 
Input--Output Analysis is amply documented in the Literature, 
but as a convenience for the uninitiated reader, a brief 
re-capitulation is given below: 
An I/O table catalogues all of the inputs (purchases) each 
industry makes as well as each industry's outputs (sales) and 
by relating industries to each other quantitatively represents 
the entire economy, keyed to the Gross National Product. A 
given increase in GNP, for example, will generate an increased 
demand by consumers for passenger cars (the expected portion 
of disposable income to be devoted to these purchases de- 
termined from historical data). The increased output of 
the automobile industry will generate a series of increased 
demands on a number of other industries. There will be an 
increased demand for steel, which, in turn, will require more 
iron, suphuric acid, chemicals, limestone, Del and energy. 
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There will be increased demand for nylon and ray oii for the 
tyre industry etc. etc. If in 1968 the steel industry 
sold Z10 of steel to the automobile industry i -or each E100 
of output of the automobile industry the technological 
coefficient is 0.1. If in 1980, as an effect of tech- 
nological change it is expected to sell £8 of steel for 
each £100 the technological coefficient will be 0.08, all 
expressed in constant £'s. For a 70 industries table 
70 x 70 or 4900 coefficients (called direct coefficients) 
will have to be determined, these coefficients giving the 
sale of any row industry to a column industry. For 
example, one coefficient would represent the quantity of 
electricity (in KW) sold to the steel industry and by 
forecasting the variation over time of this item tech- 
nological change is accounted for. 
The total economy can thus be represented by inter industry 
purchases and sales (called the A matrix), this being the 
total intermediate output, whereas the total final output, 
is represented by current expenditure by consumers and 
public authorities (current expenditure), final purchases 
of capital goods by industry and stock formation (Gross 
domestic capital formation) and exports. The total inter- 
mediate output plus the total final output equals the total 
output of the economy. The total final output is the 
Gross National Product. 
The GNP is fairly accurately forecast by National economic 
bodies, and thus given the forecast values of technological 
coefficients, the relevant industrial forecast outputs can 
be computed. 
I/O forecasting can be criticised for simply exchanging 
the need of forecasting one set of variables by another. 
This may be so but invariably forecasts of the latter are 
available and are critically assessed by the best authorities 
in the field. 
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In any case one can make alternat!, ve assumptions on extreme 
possible variation from forecast G1M; I and ascertain the 
range of specific industrial output expected. 
Another argument often raised against 1/0 forecasting as 
being based on an econometric relationship based on past 
data, is that such relationships are not stable and thus 
unreliable for forecasting purposes. We acknowledge the 
instability of the relationship, try to deter; nine its in- 
stability by ascertaining the coefficients of change and as 
we are operating in an area of uncertainty this situation 
must be accepted. Nevertheless, the assumptions made are 
explicit, and the manifold manipulations possible with I/O 
techniques facilitate the understanding of these relation- 
ships affecting the market sector of interest to us. 
Finally, a large measure of judgment should anyhow be applied 
to the final prognosis but this judgment will be made , 
aided by a useful guide. 
The following flow. chart depicts an I/O model which can be 
used for forecasting the physical output of each industrial 
secVOr contained in the input data. 
Fig. 1 
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I 
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'to. 
The model can either be operated as an "open-loop" model 
(without the dotted line branches), in which case different 
economic forecasts of GNP with different breakdown-is can be 
fed into the Model, or it can be operated as a "closed-loop" 
Model with a self generating input upon an external input 
of public authorities spending only. In both cases will 
a variation of technological coefficients be fed into the 
Model if this factor is to be accounted for. The "closed- 
loop" Mode]. is more rigid insofar as certain assumptions 
on disposable income etc. will have to be built into the 
program whereas an "open-loop" Model is more flexible and 
can, as mentioned, be run on different assumptions. The 
"closed-loop" model is based on a' GNP more intimately, re- 
lated to the growth rate of industries. 
The availability of information Will determine to a great 
extent the choice of Model. 
The establishment of -technological coefficients is the 
most difficult part of the exercise. The R&D function 
in-the Organisation is best suited to compile these or act 
as a Clearing House if such information is bought in. In 
the U. S. A. technological coefficients information and, GNP 
forecasts are available on commercial terms from several, 
private and public Agencies (e. g. National Planning 
Association, Stamford Research Institute, McGraw Hill, 
Arthur D. Little, Lionel D Edie). For cost benefit 
reasons it is expected that in the U. K. such data will be 
commissioned by a group client (e. g. Trade Associations, 
C. B. I., Inter-Firm Study Groups) and not the individual 
firm. It will require some pioneering effort, from 
individuals or firms to initiate such moves. 
Forecasts for certain commodities can be taken directly from 
the I/O tables, as they appear as a distinct I/O Sector 
number, such commodities are steel or electricity. If, on 
the other hand we require a forecast for particular product 
lines, component parts of a Sector, the problem is more 
difficult to solve. Ad-hoc computations will be required 
in certain instances even when I/O tables are published 
at a higher level of disaggregation in the future, 
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For example, in order to establish the forecast for parti- 
cular plant like Heat Exchangers, one would proceed as 
follows: - 
Heat Exchangers would be included in I/o Sector 30 (SIC 
MLH 50) in the 1963 Tables, the plant in question would be 
sold to "Fixed Gross Domestic Capital Formation". showing 
203 mil. Vs worth of sales in 19053. 
From Census Data separate 'Industry Reports' are published 
where product lines within the Sector are singled out and 
we could establish the amount of Heat Exchangers soldo 
Using a separate Capital Plant Investment Index published 
by the C. S . 0. the total of 203 mil. £'s Capital Plant Sales 
by Sector 30 can be disaggregated into purchaser industries 
and by inference based on the process technology akin to the 
industry, product lines can be attributed to purchaser in- 
dustrie8. Undoubtedly such disaggregation will have to be 
supported by an appreciable amount of Market Research, greatly 
facilitated if the work is done jointly by the industry to 
which the industrial Sector relates. 
Once the disaggregation is performed for a particular year, 
forecasts on an expanded I/O matrix would follow the normal 
routine. The "Expanded" Matrix would feature a wider band 
of rows made up of Product Lines, where the basic matrix 
has a single row for the whole Sector. The magnitude of 
the task will differ in accordance with the spread of a 
firm across industrial Sectors and the multiplicity of 
Product Lines within a Sector. 
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IV 
STUDY GROUP 
During the summer of 1970, the conceptual basis of 
MOAS (*) was considered to be sufficiently advanced to 
warrant presenting it to the critical appraisal of 
a wider professional audience. Appreciating the 
fact that Market Opportunity Assessment presented an 
area of concern to a great many firms, and that there 
was presently a lack. of pertinent methods in this 
field, the writer decided to form an Inter-Firm Study 
Group to deal jointly with the problem and provide a 
medium for an investigation into Buying Behaviour. (See page 62) 
Joint inter-Firm study is rarely applied in Britain 
even to problems of common interest and the most 
quoted explanation for this state of affairs is that 
of incompatability on competitive grounds. Only a 
superficial analysis can lead to such conclusions, as 
there are in fact, ample areas of activity comple- 
mentary rather than competitive by their nature. 
Complementary products more often than not are sold to 
the same market and thus meet with the same market 
particularities . 
So, for example, the building of a Petrochemical complex 
involves Civil Engineering Contractors, Chemical Plant 
Contractors, different Equipment Manufacturers, etc. 
All these firms encounter similar Buying Habits when 
bidding for their particular part of the project. 
With this in mind, the writer approached several 
Governmental Agencies and Trade Associations with the 
request to notify their members of the invitation to 
join the Inter-Firm Study Group. An explanatory 
summary sheet was then forwarded to those interested. 
(*) 
- The main Topic of Research, described in Part II 
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1'; l xs t;, the t1 icn Board of Trade Ove rseas Project Group, 
the N. E. D. C. and the Overseas Dircý ctont te of the C. J,. I. 
Were contacted, and the details of the project discussed. 
All three institutions accepted the desirability of the 
exercise and by conto. ctiiig Trade Assoc: iationns, by letter 
and by personal r contact and by publication in the relevant 
Journals, solicited applications for menbership of the 
Group. The followi ng Trade Associa tions notified their 
IMFcrni ers: -- . 
The 13r: i_ t; i_ , lh_ Electrical and Allied Manufacturers 
Association (nJ': 
i1iu 
) 
The British Chemical Engineering Contract ors 
Association 
The }: Export Group for the Constructional Industries 
The British Constructional Steelwork Association 
The Tank and Industrial Plant Association 
The British Chemical Plant Manufacturers 
-association 
The best response was achieved through the C. B. I. Export 
Bulletin, where a short write-up appeared. in view of 
the fact that in order to be effective, Group Membership 
had to be kept at not more than five to six members, 
certain selective criteria had to be applied. The aim 
was to achieve a team representative of the industries 
operating in the particular market environment, balanced 
on their possible bias and equally, to be men of pro- 
fessional and executive status to carry the scheme into 
their respective finis. 
In consultation with N, E. D. C., C. B. I. and B. O. T., a 
group of five was chosen, coming from the following in- 
dustries: - 
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1) Chemical Enýrineerin-- Contractor, 
2) heating and Ventilating Contractors 
3) Civil Engineering Contractors 
4) Constructional Steel i'ianufacturers 
5) Industrial Plant i, Ianufacturers 
6) Semi Finished Materials ? 41-anufacturers 
All Members were Senior Sales E : ecut-Lves or xecuti_ve ". 1arket 
Researchers. 
During the first meeting; -., the basic conceptual approach 
was discussed and the need for a formalised Opportunity 
Appraisal Scheme was emphasised by all Mt:. mbers 0 It became 
evident that none of the Corporations, all leading, firtn: s 
in their field and wiiong the largest in the Country, ad- 
hered to a consistent rating scheme of any sort, an_' this 
situation was considered by the Members of the team as 
being the weak link in their pricing decisions, market 
planning, proposal development etc. etc. 
Furthermore, it was felt that each Member on his own, 
would find it extremely difficult to bring about a 
change of attitude by top management within his firm, a 
change towards more scientific management in the subject 
matter area, but backed by the Group's activity the task 
may become more realistic. 
The Members agreed also that within their own Corporations, 
as in most oth rs, certain 'selling attitudes' are pre- 
valent, brought about by personalities which are biased 
by their own experiences gained in specific situations. 
By taking into account the experiences of a larger number 
of Sales Executives, in the six firms, a more valid 
appraisal will be forthcoming, 
1ý5 
Thus the main benefit of Inter-Firm Stud,, - fc- !t to 
from: - 
aA more valid appraisal g devoid of the bi. ' and sel. f-- 
reassurance that can occur in i pie problei-n :. = olving 
efforts conducted within the single firm. 
b} An increased rate of acceptance by the firm 
of a scheme backed by a_ team of outsiders, as 
one dominated by a single individual, functionally 
responsible for that activity within the f-i. rm. 
c) The cross--fertilisation of ideas within the Group. 
d) The work discipline imposed by the team ei'fort, 
overruling for the time of the exercise the current 
commitments of the members within their firm. 
Ater the axiomatic basis of the project was commonly 
agreed upon, this forming the Hypothesis of the exercise, 
the Members went back to their firm and interviewed Sales 
Executives within their own Organisation, to establish the 
largest possible array of determining factors for each of 
the 'Buying Decision' criteria previously established. 
All these criteria were collated, analysed and checked to be 
independent and mutually exclusive and formed the basic data 
for the subsequent value weighting exercise o 
The Churchman-Ackoff value measure method* was chosen as a 
quantitative weighting technique, and a standardised inter- 
viewing sequence designed and rehearsed with all the Members 
to ensure uniformity of procedure. 
*- "Problem Solving in Marketing. ' (37) 
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A two hour ' period was found to be adequate for an 
be tiated Member to master the iuter"viewin technique an, -A. 
able to conduct a fluent interview. The writ, --'r instructed 
two other Members in the technique and each of them, in 
turn, instructed two other fellow i,. embers. A flow chart 
as on Fig. 2 Chart I was prepared as a training aid o 
0 
By again collating all the data from the interviews, relyiii; ý> 
on the most prevaleriL reply (of the yes /no kind), the 
synthesized model, as given in Part II was arrived at. 
That was as far as tbc.! common 1vrork of the Group was in- 
tended to be pursued. The individual replies collated 
from firms and the use to which each of the Neil b:, rs in 
their own firms will put MOAS was accepted to remain 
confidential; Some of the possible uses, as rAentioned 
during discussions, should be noted and those were : -- 
-- Assessing chances of success on non price 
factors, to be used for pricing strategy. 
As a priority rating for tender preparation 
work scheduling. 
-- A means of setting targets for Sales Promotion 
Campaign 
As a market intelligence planning tool, 
pointing out the predetermined points of 
interest. 
As an instruction guide for Salesmen and 
Representatives. 
As a Sales Forecasting aid, to forecast 
expected success. 
As a Manufacturing Load Forecast etc. etc. 
*A Summary of all replies is given in Fig. 8 (Table Iv) 
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It must be mentioned though, in conclusion, that the L, roup 
effort has been in danger of being abandoned s: evernn. l times. 
In the writer's own firm, a motion was tabled at a Divisional 
Board Meeting requesting discontinuation of the joint work, by 
claiming that such activity would lead to the leafing out 
of confidential information. The supporters of the scheme 
eventually carried the day, but the decision could have easily 
been an adverse one o 
Concluding Comments 
rr ý 
Based on the results achieved by means of the joint effort of 
the Group, it is apparent that inter-firm co-operation on 
Management Research is vastly under-rated as a means of widening 
the base of research. It is important to find the common 
denominator to whatever is developed within a certain firm 
and the needs of other firms in the field. Many other facets 
making inter-firm study so valuable, are obvious and need not 
be further amplified upon. The argument brought against 
inter-firm co-operation is generally that of competitive 
strife. Even between competing firms the argument is not to 
be accepted wholly, but certainly Inter-Firm Study Groups can 
be established on membership from complementary industries. 
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The choice niade in the case study described, where 
General Construction Contractors, Constructional 
Engineers, Process Plant Contractors, Process 
Plant Manufacturers and Steel Tube Manufacturers 
joined as a team, illustrates the point. 
It was found by the Researcher that, properly 
explained, an invitation to join a common Working 
Party, when directed to the right person, will be 
well. received. After all., everybody engaged has 
only to gain from such co-operation, in spite of 
the existing differences in the final application 
of results. The greatest difficulty lies in 
organising regular meetings, due to the members' 
other heavy commitments. The most "contributive" 
type of member will cone from middle management and, 
in most instances, after having ascertained that a 
Company is willing in principle to co-operate; 
it is possible by personal enquiry, to find out who 
in the Organisation is most suitable to be co-opted. 
The Researcher succeeded, in such a manner, to 
assemble a group of five and at any particular time, 
a group of three formed the minimum quorum for a 
session. 
The fringe benefits to be gained by the firm from 
the joint meetings, in the way of exchange of views, 
sales intelligence etc. will easily balance the 
time expenditure involved, without even considering 
the contribution to the subject matter studied. 
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CO SID1. 'Ai I ON JC 
The Case Study has showm that the Corpor33tion has under- 
gone several organisational changes and that departmental 
loyalties and self interest appos±n;; centralisation, 
were deeply rooted. Corporate aims failed, as depart- 
mental goals clashed between each other. 
At this point it is worth remembering that some management 
scientists explain the behaviour of the firm by arguing 
that firms have no defined objectives and their course of 
action is determined by the outcome of ad hoc decisions 
taken by individuals concerned with the welfare of their 
own function or with their own personal status. (44) 
For the initiated, it is obvious that the firm as it exists 
in reality, indeed does not conform with the neoclassical 
representation and may often, in fact, not try to maximise 
profits. 
The implication of this situation is, that by not 
maximising profits, the individual firm does not contribute 
to the best allocation of resources in society. 
Conversely, on the face of it, choosing the production 
level which will maximise profits by an equation of 
marginal revenue and marginal cost, we may dispense with 
the need for discretionary decisions, as outlined above. 
This would imply that organisations are completely pro- 
grammable, and we know this not to be the case. Neverthe- 
less, to admit to the fact that many, probably most organisa- 
tions, do not optimise the utilisation of their resources, 
does not imply that we condone such a situation. Such an 
approach would be wrong even from the standpoint of social 
responsibility, let alone our responsibility to the firm's 
Shareholders. 
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We expect the optimum plan not to be fully i. TMiplemented, 
as the implementation of a plan can never be mechanised 
and depends on the goodwill and co-operation of individuals 
and groups. 
The planning method as devised by the writer will provide 
an input to the generation of the CORPO : ATE TAR GET and 
the motivation of the individuals or groups is geared towirds 
its achievement. Russel L. Ackoff chooses to label this type 
of planning "Adapt ivi sing" (29). 
The Planner devises the method, but each function in the 
Organisation provides the input of the data concerning 
its activity. The involvement of the different functions 
is essential to achieve the necessary co-operation. 
Any two planning environments are different and therefore 
demand a different approach. The objectives must take 
into account the financial situation of the Corporation. 
In the case under investigation substantial Capital Assets 
and Human Resources were available but were not opti- 
mally utilised and these Assets and Resources could not 
easily be diverted to a line of activity greatly departing 
from the one presently undertaken, nor could they be dis- 
posed off without incurring substantial losses. It follows 
that the immediate aim was to improve Returns on Invest- 
ment in the short term, without change in the available 
resources. An expansionist programme and change in the 
level of investment could only be envisaged after restoring 
investment confidence in the Corporation's viability. 
Failure to improve the rate of return on investment could 
entail a threat to the survival of the Corporation. 
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It should not be concluded that the proble;,. i is si, ip-ply one 
of improving operational efficiency and that no planiiing 
problem exists. 
The profitability of any one venture, in the business 
sector descrribed, depends to a larger extent on success- 
ful planning than o. i. the economics of production. 
There are only several hundred Corporatior-sworld--iýicie 
capable of supplying the Basic Capital Plant ' arket as 
major contractors and these firms are responsible for 
supplying the means of production for a great part of 
the Intermediate Demand of the Economy. It is a business 
sector with high stakes and high risks. 
The market demand is a direct result of the user-industries' 
rates of investment, which are more difficult to forecast 
than the rates of consumption of materials or procucts for 
the Final Demand sector of the Economy. The rate of 
investment of the user-industries is cyclical and erratic, 
causing an alternation of "Buyer's" and "Sellers" markets. 
The "cycles" in the different user-industries are not 
necessarily in phase and thus strategic market selection 
can mitigate the disruptive factor of alternating demand. 
Forecasts in the Capital Goods Investment Matrix of the 
Economy require Input-Output techniques giving due con- 
sideration to the technological life span of capital, 
such as the recently developed -Leontef-Gossling model 
based on Le ont ef' s Dynamic Inverse I/O concept. * 
The expected market share cannot be determined on a historical 
or natural growth basis, but only by attaching a confidence 
level measure to the chance of securing known, specific 
contracts. 
Proceedings of the 1 97'1 Input-Output-Throu-i-lput 
Conference at the University of Last Anglia o 
5? - 
It is evident that automation techniques, or any ration- 
alisation based on action repetitiveness, have a much 
lesser impact, in this field, than in other fields of 
business, (62,63,64+, 65). 
Attainable profit margins vary greatly- according to the 
competitive Order-. Book-Position and. to the restrictions 
to free competition, prevailing in certain market situa- 
tions. 
Whilst it is accepted that the planning difficulties in 
this area are greater than those encountered in other 
industries, it is equally true to say that the penalty to 
be incurred, for lack of valid planning, is so much 
greater. The "risk cost", if an anticipated contract 
award is lost, taking into account :. shop loading 
disruption, cost apportionment variance and, not least, 
the cost of preparing the Tender, is great. 
We are dealing with a small number of single, mu. lti- 
million contracts, to be carried out over a number of 
years. The loss or gain of any one such contract will, 
make a tremendous difference to the firm's resource 
utilisation factor, its profitability, its ultimate 
staying in business. 
A Corporation engaged in the supply of a large range 
of products is most difficult to run and without ai 
formal and consistent Corporate Plan, it is most 
difficult for the decision maker to select the right 
course of action. 
Furthermore, it is essential that the planning activity 
becomes part of the routine operational activity of the 
Corporation, part of its laid down procedures and does 
not remain a remote function acting in an advisory capacity 
only* 
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The basic three steps of managing, i. e. to plan, direct 
and control the flow of men, materials and machines, 
must be evident in the procedural framow,: ork of the 
Corporation. The planning step inherently includes 
the allocation. of resources. One of the postulates 
of this thesis is to differentiate between the long term 
and short term plan, on the basis of models containing 
constraints limiting the available resources to their 
then, present value in the short term, whereas the long 
term model does not contain this constraint. The often 
used time criterion of 1,3 or 5 years is most arbitrary, 
and it is suggested that the "fixed total" versus 
"variable total. resource" criterion should be used in 
preference, to differentiate between the short and long 
term cycle. 
The final expression of the Short Term Corporate Plan, 
the 'Sales Target', defines the mix of products or services 
to be supplied to the outside-the-Corporation environment, 
chosen on grounds of best aggregate contribution to profits. 
To optimise the Sales Target over a defined period of time, 
a number of simultaneous requirements must be met. 
FIXED In the short run are: - 
a) Internal to the Corporation - each in- 
dividual product's demand on the 
Corporation's resources and the total 
available capacity of each resource. 
b) External to the Corporation - the feasible 
market share and the price the market will 
bear. 
VARIABLE is the type and quantity of products 
to make. 
-ý 5ýt-ý 
tW7ithin these parameters an optimum mix can be calculated. 
Fixed costs being excluded from the calculations, linearity 
in the relationships investigated can be assumed. The 
final product mix target multiplied by the individual 
respective "Margin" (i. e. selling price minus production 
costs) will give us the total contribution to operational 
(fixed) expenses and to profits, by maximising this cortri-- 
buti on, we maximise profits. 
The 'faxed' nature of the external fixed factors, market 
share and selling price can be questioned on grounds of 
their interdependence. At the instant of analysis though, 
market share and price, can validly be seen to be fixed; 
but it is possible to run the programme on a set of al- 
ternative, tied, sales-quantity and price figures, thereby 
achieving an analysis of marginal pricing features. 
The dynamic features of the scheme would be assured by 
a periodical re-run at short intervals of the programmne, 
on the most up-to-date input data. As "available capacity" 
or "feasible market share" etc. change, so will the indi- 
cated Sales Target change, adapting itself to the new 
circumstances. It would truly steer the Corporation in 
the way of an "automatic Pilot". 
Indeed, the criterion of selection will be that of "immediate 
gain" and any introduction into the "package" of a product 
on grounds other than "immediate gain" such as market 
presence, future potential, diversification into areas of 
growth from declining industries, etc. will be done by 
overrulin. ; the programme's recommendations and the penalty 
price for doing so, will be quantitatively known. 
This data will be relevant to the decision regarding the 
introduction of new products. 
e 
- 
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The approach described will be most advantageous to 
the multi-product Corporation (say fifty products 
and above) where the value range of products is also 
very large. 
In the Cage Study described, the Corporation supplied 
a range of products from pumps of unit value £100 to 
plant installations valued at £10 Million, its products 
range included standard equipment involving little cost 
estimating and design work, other products were custom 
designed having a large requirement for desi(»1 work 
and estimating. 
The profit margin attainable varied greatly. F`urthern-iore, 
some products required little sales expenditure, others 
required expensive and scarce overseas sales effort. 
Some products contributed positively to the Corporation's 
cash flow, i. e. payment schedules were ahead of expenditure 
incurred, for other products special material stock-holding 
was essential and revenue was far behind expenditure. 
This situation prevails, at a varying degree in most 
Organisations and as decisions are made without the 
simultaneous consideration of these various factors, 
under-utilisation of resources is the order of the day. 
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Product fational-isation 1, "S been carried o' : wit}. a 
view to creating- fewer but profitable Product Groups, 
with a larger component part volume each, also enabling 
Cellular 1-Manufacturing principles to be considered (62). 
A Proposed Product Coding; System is designed to 
cover the commercial aspects by reference to sales 
pattern, features, the design aspects by reference to 
process applications and the manufacturing a! z; Tects by- 
way of component coding linked to manufacturin 
methods. 
The Optimum product mix for the Company will. therefore 
include croups of products with cor_rion manufacturing 
features, to which the manufacturing resources can be 
geared. 
The information bank which is created, will serve all 
functions of the Organisation, Sales, Estimating, 
Design, Manufacturing Services and Finance in, their 
Planning and Control activities. 
On the presumption that this basic information has been 
obtained by the strategy advocated in the Research 
Programme, it %`)rill become possible to relate mý! rket 
assessment studies to production capability studies and 
this is being done as an extension of the word: carried 
out by BJ Shute (51), in which a first stage estimation 
Linear Programming Study was applied to the current 
manufacturing mix and product mix of the co-operating 
firm. Further research in this direction is presejltly 
undertaken by another Researcher as part of the "enlarged 
scheme". 
It is appreciated, however, that the emergent stages of 
the information bank and classification, vary in their 
respective time of completion. Therefore, at various 
stages, successive programmes have had to be met to this 
end and indeed, in BJ Shute's Thesis, the whole weight 
of the effort was concerned with the writing of programmes 
and the collation of information necessary to obtain an 
approximation of the objective. 
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For efficient planning and control of the pro: lucti on 
cycle, products must be classified by their manufacturing 
identification and must appear in the manufacturing 
context as an assembly of standard op-, -rations. Thee 
manufacturing sector in. the Linear Prograr; me Matrix, 
giving indivi; 'ual Product Content and. total Resource 
Capacities in Group Technology terms, does no more tbban 
optimise within a Group Technology concept. The basic 
premise of the Strategy, though, is that this optimisa- 
tion is done simultaneously and in the context of the 
maximum marketing opportunity and economic levels. 
Equally, the Design and Value Engineering functi on of 
the Company will not consider Products in an unrelated 
fashion, but view these in their Product Group/Cellular 
Manufacture context. It is recognised, that indications 
resulting from applied research carried out so far, shöw 
that further refinement could be planned to be secured from 
time to time, arriving ultimately at a satisfactory classi- 
fication system . 
both of products and of manufacturing 
resources which, maintained on a continuous basis, will aid 
the main contentions of managerial innovation devised as 
the subject matter of the Thesis. 
Planned Product Mix Selection is a pre-requisite for an 
improvement in Production efficiency in the Batch AManu- 
facturing Sector. This Manufacturing Sector is long 
lagging behind other Sectors of manufacture in its utilisation 
of resources due to the complexity of controlling the process. 
Recently the technique of Cellular Manufacture, an adapta- 
tion of Group Technology to Batch Production, "has been 
implemented successfully in a few companies on a limited 
scale and in relatively simple areas of manufacture" (62). 
It is intended that further research in this direction will 
be carried out in the "Co-operating firm" by another Re- 
searcher in the team. 
----. _ 
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As no one function in a Corporation can assess all the 
various factors, and in the absence of one all ei bracin 
yardstick, different policies grow in different- quarters 
giving rise to factional antagonism i%hich adversely effects 
the working atmosphere. 
Sales Department will be cmvinced. that poor performance i:, to 
be blamed on the Estimating department not turning over 
their project; fast enough, . i-; stirnating will claim that 
they are given all the wrong jobs, requiring too large 
an amount of estimating hours, the 'Manufactur-i>>.,,; function 
will object to be .. r. g asked 
to make the products which 
will male a heavy demand on certain facilities like 
special welding techniques or radiography or heavy plating 
or scarce shop floor area, which will upset their shop 
loading plans o 
It is obvious that a common denominator must be found to 
rate the desirability of a certain product mix to the 
Corporation. The physical units of each feature differ, 
they are man hours, machine hours, £'s, square feet of 
shop floor etc. etc. to translate all into one unit say 
L's is dangerous as it would entail a great deal of 
arbitrary decisions and opportunity cost would hardly be 
truly expressed. The true measure of a square foot of 
shop floor is not its actual cost but its opportunity 
cost in generating profits, and how could that be 
measured. 
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It becomes obvious that a r, etL_od must be found to simu] - 
taneously assess, jaiulti-dimensionally the featuros dis- 
cussed. The linear programming optimisation technique 
as described in Chapter III should provide the answer. 
There is a further managerial problem to be considered. 
In order to generate the necessary motivation in the 
different functions in the Corporation, both to contribute 
in an active form to the running of the scheme and its 
implementation, it is essential that they be directly in- 
volved in the activity described. The scheme depends on 
the validity of the input data and if imposed from above 
the scheme will be fed with unreliable information. Only 
if each Function is convinced that the data is fed into i t:; 
own sector of the plan with the object of benefiting the 
function's task, will an effort be made to screen the 
information, and improve its reliability. 
Hence it is recommended that the Planning Function should 
devise the scheme and control it, but each function should 
be responsible for the administration of its section of 
input. It should be ensured that all functions "see 
justice be done", in other words, be continually informed 
on the optimisation scheme's progress. 
The discipline of working to a target and the continuous 
highlighting of the critical relevant resources allocation 
will have a marked beneficial effect on the rationalisation 
of each function's operation. 
When first attempting to introduce the scheme, most firms will 
find that they lack information on many essential points, and 
a start will have to be made on estimated data, but the sooner 
the scheme is introduced the sooner better information will 
be made available. The learning curve of an Organisation is 
steeper than generally expected, the writer's experience has 
shown that within months, fed at the appropriate pace, people 
will assimilate the concept and improve it by their own con- 
tribution. 
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PART II 
THE SPECIFIC TOPIC OF RESP,,, -)CH 
MARKET OPPORTUNITY ASSESSMENT IN 
A CORPORATION BIDDING FOR LARGE 
J SINGLE CONTRACTS ON THE INTER- 
NATIONAL MARKET 
%6 
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PREAMBLE 
In Part I the writer attempted to show how a Corporate 
Market Plan can provide the focal planning tool for a 
Corporation. 
The Sales Target evolved, becomes an expression of 
the considered optimum utilisation of the Corporation's 
present resources, in view of the limitations imposed by 
the environment, i. e. the market place. This is the 
Short Range Plan and the basic approach was labelled 
as Linear Programming Optimisation. 
The Long Range Plan will rely on Input-Output Analysis 
as a means of determining the environmental changes 
and it accepts the Corporation's Resources to be 
variable in the light of now opportunities. It will 
evidence the implications of change in the market 
environment or of new activities of the Ccrpora tion's 
own choosing. 
The ability to assess the chances of success of a 
defined venture constitLtes an essential part of 
Planning Strategy. 
No adequate method of assessment was known to be 
available and therefore this topic was chosen to 
constitute the Basic Research element of this disser- 
tation, which is presented in Part II0 
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1. HYPOTHESIS 
The Hypothesis states that a Buying; Decision will not rest 
solely on price and that within a narrow differential from 
the acceptable price, the decision will be governed largely 
by the Buyer's "attitude" to the source. This attitude 
is caused by a number of stimuli and by identifying these 
stimuli and investigating their impact on the Buyer, we 
shall be able to weigh these factors and evolve a method to 
assess the chances of success of a particular bid. In 
the market sector investigated, when large international 
contracts are tendered, the bidders' prices normally 
differ by a small percentage and within these limits the 
non-price factors assume increasing importance. The basic 
premise of our assessment is, that the determinant factors 
are to be found in the stimuli affecting the Buyer and 
that we should not base our judgment of- a bid's value to 
the customer on its intrinsic value as seen by ourselves. 
A supplier's claim that a buyer's decision is irratonal, 
generally stems from the former's incomprehension of the 
factors that motivated the latter's decision. If we want 
to predict the Buyer's attitude we must cross the fence and 
view our services to the Buyer from his point of view, i. e. 
judge our supplies from the point of view of their value 
to the Buyer. It is further appreciated that in different 
market situations, different factors will assume different 
importance in influencing purchasing decisions, but it is 
argued that the basic factors being considered by purchasers 
are of the same kind in any purchasing situation anywhere, 
what alters is the weight these requirements assume in the 
particular market situation. 
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So, for instance, over-simplifying the argument, the 
requirement for Capital is common to all purchasing 
situations but the availability of Capital differs, 
hence the value of the supplier's ability to accord 
credit differs. Equally the want for design excellence 
is part of the common pattern, but the value of design 
excellence to a particular customer varies according to 
his technological standards. 
For a buyer to place his custom with us the following 
four criteria must be met 
AA) Our goods or services must be needed by 
the customer, hence be of value to him. 
133) He must be able to meet the terms of 
j2 Ya men. t . 
} We must be present in the market 
D) Extraneous influences must aid or not prevent 
the buying decision. 
Any non-price factor influencing the buying decision will 
fall under one of these headings. 
of 
2, RESEARCH METHOD 
A 'Study Group' consisting of Sales and Marketing Executives 
from five leading British firms supplying Capital Plant and 
Buildings was established. A detailed description of this 
stage appears in a previous Chapter 
(Chap. IV, Part I). 
After agreeing on the conceptual platform as previously 
discussed, the Group members solicited in their own firms 
by way of, interview, individual judgements on Buying Decision 
Determinants, The interviewees were all experienced Senior 
Salesmen and they were requested to give their assessments 
of the relative importance of the identified* factors in the 
Buying Decisions, based on their own experience. -To aid the 
interviewees to reach an objective decision in their replies, 
and to 
, 
ensure consistency of rating, the questions were 
confined to a "larger or smaller than" comparison between 
one factor anda group of factors. The empirical' evidence 
thus assembled, required further processing. 
An adaptation of the "Church an-Ackoff value Measure for 
Weighting Objectives" (Wroe' Alderson and Paul E Green - 
Planning and Problem Solving in Marketing, publ. Richard D 
Irwin Inc. 1964 - p. 1; 48) , was used. This procedure 
brings 
about, through a reiteration of comparisons, the translation 
of a qualitative ranking into a quantitative rating. The 
most prevalent answers were retained and used in the-final 
model, (summary' in Table IV). The final results of the factor 
weights were thus expressed as the weight the particular 
factor was expected to"assume at full intensity. 
A standard form was devised, to use the established factor 
indices in an assessment of the probability of success of a 
project. This form allows the assessor to apply his own 
knowledge of the particular project features in judging the 
intensity of each particular pre-determined factor and allot 
'score points' within the possible 'score range'. (Fig. 9) 
In rating his own Corporation and all other individual com- 
petitors bidding for the contract by the same method, the 
number of points scored by his own firm out of the total 
-- 65 -- 
scored by all competitors, represents his firm's chance of 
success, A further analysis of the full intensity scores 
of the factors affecting the Buying Decision, on the 
basis of the Pareto Distribution, identified the factors 
carrying ;. rent est weight and these findings indicated to 
which factors it would be most profitable to devote the 
marketing effort. 
(Fig. 6f Fig- 7)o 
The airs was to rate quantitatively the relative importance 
of determinant factors in the During Decision, to do this 
we simulated the B3uyit-lc Decision from the Buyer's position. 
Listing of underlying assumption.,:;: 
(a) As the routine buying situation is being referred to, 
extreme instances, where single factors overwhelmingly 
override all others, were not to be considered; in such 
instances, the answer to the question is obvious. 
(b) The basic requirements , for a Buying Decision to be 
taken, as previously stated, are: 
1) The Buyer must have a need for the supplier's 
goods or services. 
2) The Buyer must be able to meet the terms of 
payment . 
3ý The Suppliers must be present in the market. 
4) Extraneous influences must not prevent the 
decision. 
0 
Any non price factor influencing the Buying; Decision will 
relate to one of the four headings. 
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(c) The Buyer will judge the satisfaction of these rLc- 
quicements based on incoming stinuli. The Buyer's attitude 
towards a source, on each individual "requirement"; is 
dependent on certain stimuli, or "messages", which he 
perceives from the environment and on the basis of these 
stimuli he will form his decision. 
To illustrate 
It is not enough to establish that "quality of supply" 
will influence the Buying Decision. We must investigate 
what the actual "messages" are, which, when they occur, 
give rise to the formation of a response, an "attitude" 
in the Buyer's mind. 
Following is an outline of Requirements and respective 
Messages, as ascertained from forty three interviews with 
Senior Salesmen from a cross section of Corporations be- 
longing to two Industrial sectors, SIC M. L. Headings 31+1 
and 500, all trading in a similar market environment i. e. 
the open bid Capital Equipment market. 
The answers have been re-arranged to give independent and 
mutually exclusive expressions. 
REQUIREMENT IA '- QUALITY OF SUPPLY 
The value, or quality, of supply in its b roadest meaning; 
to include reliability, ease of maintenance, deliveryat 
the right time, lower running costs, post contract service 
etc. etc. in other words, all that influences the value 
of the supply to the Buyer. 
The Messages received in this sector are: the content of the 
tender, the previous experience with the source of supply, 
the presentation of the tender, the ease of communication 
with supplier, the exposure and access to supporting in- 
formation. 
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Thus our Messages shall be designated: - 
1 The tender offering a supply coinciding with 
buyers needs, relating to technical sped ': ica%ions, 
delivery etc. 
2) Previous experience with the supply, the 
Buyer's own experience and that of others but 
known to him, or apprehended from published 
Sources. 
The presentation of the Tender and of the 
Supplier's Technical Literature. A tender which 
is clear, concise, competent, gives a1ternaý_tives 
etc. , will convey confidence that high quality 
of supply is to be expected. By implication, 
the presentation of the material is -Laken to 
demonstrate the nature in which the supplier 
operates. 
Ease of communication with the suppliers,, The 
contacts the Buyer had prior to the Purchasing 
decision, with the Supplier's Agents, Repre- 
sentatives, the Head Office etc. and the 
personal opinion formed as to their accessa- 
bility, competence, eagerness to advise and help, 
will be an indication to the Buyer as to the 
communication problems he can expect subsequent 
to placing of the order. 
-C3 
R7 QUIPý', M NT 1131 - T` R 1S Ohß 
Impiyi_n the degree of financial burden incurred by the 
Buyer on account of the purchase. 
Direct or third party credit, award of implicit, non- 
interest-bearing credit, generous phasing of zz . y3 : en. 
i; s 
and limitations on. the risk to exceed budgeted costs, by 
furnishing fixed price guarantees; date delivery 
penalties etc., the extent of payment in local currency, 
or better arr. angement s, are the messages on which the 
attractiveness of the terms of payment will be judged by 
the Buyer. 
The Messages are: 
5} Extent of payment in local currency, in 
countries with non freely con-vertibl. e 
currency. As direct payment to main 
contractor or on his behalf to local 
sub-contractors, labour or purchases. 
6) Terms of Credit. Period of repayment, 
interest rate, the repayment increments, 
mortgaging conditions, linking to revenue 
frone object of purchase etc. are the in- 
centives to consider on this point. 
7ý Barter arrangements. Consist of pure 
exchange of goods to cover all or part 
of the purchase price, third party ex- 
change or undertakings to purchase. 
® ., 
Phasing; of P a; -Lients, The dog .c payment 
required by the supplier with placing 
of order, the proportion of pay:: ients 
linked to deliveries and the final re- 
tentions can amount to a partly supplier 
or partly purchaser financed supply, or 
to a non-interest bering loan to the 
Buyer or the Purchaser and as such, 
influence the Buying Decision. 
9) Guarantees. The purchaser's 1 eeling 
of security as to t le finality of the 
price of the purchase to w_i ll be 
influenced by fixed price undertakings 
as against index linked prices. Cost 
increases and loss of revenue due to 
late deliveries will be limited by late 
delivery penalties and performance 
guarantees. 
RE UIRE t ý, NT 1 C' - PRESENCE IN TI3 MARKET 
Market presence is generating in the Buyer a measure of 
confidence in the soundness of the supplier's activity. 
It is perceived by the Buyer through the Supplier 
Company image, as generated by the media, the supplier's 
general promotional activity and his market share - in the 
extreme, when a Monopoly Supplier situation prevails, this 
could unfavourably influence the Buying Decision vis-o-vis 
that particular supplier. A policy of encouraging new 
suppliers, or the Buyer's wish to distribute his business 
between several suppliers, so as not to create dependency, 
and his wish to create competition, should be considered as 
part of this requirement. 
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10) Company image and monopoly posit =o i_ 
a) Conveyed to the Buyer by the Supký : is ;'s 
representatives, their tecl-, -iuic d co : - 
petence, their local status in the case, 
of. Agents, the interest they b: Iiow in 
his problo 1s, their level o se iior_=i_i,.,.. 
With-in the t. r Oj-n ojr, _; aar, i : aati can, their 
appearance and 
the frequency of the-_r cone icts. 
bý As conveyed by the media and by the 
Supplier's publications or A her 
promotional mat eri a) 7. 
c) As a result of the Supplier's market 
share as known to the Buyer, reineF1iýer_ý. n 
that the Buyer feels that an equal 
share be cween competitors gives him tLe 
best bargaining position, as long as 
this share keeps the Suppliers in a 
healthy financial and technological 
position. 
17 } U. K. Image. The tendency to generalise will 
lead the Buyer to attribute (to an extent) 
the national attributes to the individual 
Suppliers. In traditional U. K. markets 
and where "special relationships" prevail, 
this tendency will work to the advo. ntage of 
the U. K. supplier and this will also apply 
to a situation where animosity or a disregard 
towards the competitor exists. 
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12) Familiarity with local conditions. Lack 
of familiarity with local conditions, 
language and habits, as shown in direct 
contact with the Buyer, or in corres- 
pondence with him, will be adversely 
interpreted by the Buyer and seen as a 
sign of weakness. 
REQUII INTENT 'D' - EXTRANEOUS INs~I, LT ýC ýS 
Apart from the factors intrinsic to the Buyer's inter.: st, 
there are other factors, extraneous to his ou: un 'rationale 
which can further support or oppose and possibly alter his 
Buying decision. Such factors are Consultants, Main 
Contractors, Busine, s Partners, Political/Nationalistic 
considerations, hidden incentives etc. 
These influences will be perceived by the Buyer through 
13) Consultants. Consulting Engineers or 
Advisors on-whose judgment the Buyer 
largely relies. - On larger contracts 
one of the better known firms of Con- 
sultants will generally be retained. 
'These firms will have had, in most 
instances, previous experience with 
certain suppliers and be in closer or 
less close contact with others. Many 
of the 'Stimuli' operating on the client 
will also operate on the Consultant but 
the final 'attitude' of the latter can 
be quite different from that of the 
client. 
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13) Consultants (Cont'd) 
Consultants have technical opine _ ons and 
predilections which will favour olie or 
other of the suppliers. All in all, 
the experienced supplier will have .ý 
good idea about the preference or 
otherwise of the Consultants, vis-o-vis 
the different suppliers. The Con- 
sultants recommendations will be less 
bound by price conside ., ations and 
their influence, in fact, widens the 
"acceptable" price differential b,. -acket 
for a bid. 
14) Main Contractors. As many orders are 
awarded through a Main Contractor, the 
Buying Decision is influenced by this 
Contractor, although the Buyer retains 
in most instances, the final right of 
decision. To illustrate, on contracts 
for Power Plant for Electrogeneration, 
the Turbine Manufacturer or the Boiler 
Maker can be given the main contract, 
to employ the other as sub-contractor. 
Between suppliers of complementary 
products, certain established relation- 
ships exist, based mainly on previous 
joint work undertaken. 
15) Business Partners or other corporate 
controlling bodies such as Holding 
Companies, raw-material suppliers or 
purchasers of the end-product, can 
exercise pressure or administer 
advice, to favourably or unfavourably 
influence the Buying Decision. 
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15) Business Partners (Coat tci) 
Notable examples of Japanese Trading 
Houses acting as purchasers of the 
finished goods, having been known to 
pester certain suppliers of Capital 
Equipment, were quoted. 
16) Political or -J'Yationalistic considera- 
tions play a role in the Buying De-- 
cisiono In some instances Governments, 
political parties or religious niovemonts 
have declared policies in such respects. 
These policies can be directed towards 
the home base nation of the supplier 
and thus effect him, or be directed 
towards the individual supplier only. 
Individuals responsible for the Buying 
Decision can hold such views themselves 
out of personal reasons. These 
preferences can be openly confessed or 
prevail unconsciously in peoples minds. 
17) Hidden Incentives can take many forms,, 
From customary dining and wining to 
training trips or outright bribes. 
They can be unobtrusively administered, 
without the recipient being aware, or 
made in a fashion to embarrass upon 
non repayment of "debts". 
The basic. differentiation between markets most apparent 
in instances when certain factors appear at a radically 
different magnitude, or are negligible in one particular 
market situation, was shown to be: - 
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1) freelyd-convertible-currency mýirý: ets, 
against 
2 non-ireei_y-convertible--currency marketse 
this d. il: 'f erentiatjon to be the embodiment of social and 
economic ; actors,, 
Geographical or etimic ý differentiation as not consid('red 
to be sufficiently relevant to warrant a separate approach. 
This array of seventeen messa ,: c;:, under four ý; ý3_: i_n 
men. t Groups was submitted to a compara tive ýti-ei, <; 11 t_i ng 
procedure (base d on the Churchman-Ackoff wit ; reby 
the interviewee judges the importance (or value) of one 
factor against the others in finding a factor "e qual or 
larger than" or "smaller than" a group of other factors, 
in a predetermined sequence. as described in the next 
Chapter. 
Consecutive reiterations improve the internal consistency 
of the first preliminary ranking, and the final adjusted 
weights are expressed as percentages or a score out of say 
1000. The most prevalent "judgements" were used in the 
construction of the standard model. The c ondi ti_ on de- 
scribed was thus taken to describe the ideal situation 
where each case factor carried the full message. In a 
particular market situation the factor may attain only a 
partial or nil intensity. 
For I scoring= a particular Buyinn Decision Environilient, 
the intensity will have to be supplied as an input to 
the scheine, but the maximum score on each message is 
fixed. The method thus provides a frý, r: jework within 
which certain discretion is allowed to the individual 
performing the scoring operation, and this v. -ill be done 
in the knowledge of the particular market situation. 
The more accurate the knowledge, the more exact can the 
assessment be expected to beccr-, ieo 
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TIE METHOD EMPLOYED TO ASSESS TI I6 VALUE 
MEASURE 01.? "MESSAGE"A17'rEIR CIIURCImIAN- 
ACKOFr 
The method was used to describe quantitatively the prevalent 
qualitative judgements as ascertained. Below is the pro- 
cedure employed: - 
Arrange factors in decreasing order of magnitudo. Allot 
100 points to greatest, comparable scores to rest. Call 
factors to n the Preliminary Scores. To improve 
internal consistency of rating, proceed as follows: z- 
Check if Fy a F2 + F3 + .... Tl. If yes, proceed to check 
if F7 F3 + F4 + ... F. If not, correct score for FI 
by, saye 5 points and check if F- Rt F2 + F3 +F+.. " r'1171 
Repeat as above and continue on the principle that if a 
factor is found to be' larger or equal to a. whole series 
of factors it will intrinsically be larger than any 
lesser number of factors in the series and continue to 
check, the next factor in the column, but if the factor 
is found to be smaller than a whole series of factors it 
can be still larger than a lesser number of factors in 
the series and thus do not continue to check the next 
factor down the column until the first factor is chocked 
against the other number of factors in the series, i. e., to 
the next two down the column. 
The procedure is difficult to explain verbally, the 
"decision malting diagram" overleaf describes it in a 
simpler manner. 
The opportunity to re-evaluate initial comparisons is at 
the basis of this approach. 
The method is based on the assumption that: 
q6 
a) The interviewoe is able to judge the 
relative value of a number of c ow- 
binations of factors'. 
b) The value measure of these factors 
can be considered to be additive. 
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_Cti. ', TtT 
For VALUE 'i; I `iITIN(T "; OC ü1ýý2i, 
(ý ernal co3zsisý^r., cY check) 
- Rank oü°C iU'v e fr U t' iLi? Lo Lo 
i -- ark objective r to F= rnI 
Allocate 1ýre1iminary score F"0 to F1 and 10 F2fr, accor,.?; °, ly 
t, scertair., t'y interview pre:? ilirg cp inion ý_, f"; fast 
preti*inary socres as set, adj -ot scores zor consistency an 
k"elow 
D 
F'- 
110 
k1 a F2 +F +dF ý. ý 
YES 
12+ 
MAK E is M, F, 
F' F+F I' .. 
'110 r , F2+F +00OF , ---YES rF3¢aa. F^1 
i- 
3r1 Repeat until , 
Fýý'2+... F 
14-AhE I, S tL0. Y L 
HO 
n1 
ýJ 
11 -r, iF 
`4 
i 
,. 
MAKE is WX E 
r' 
F2< F' FFA º... Fn 
710 
F +F+". F 
Yr` ' "r, -: -F "}.. -.. F-_- -" 4 -- - ._"- 3234;, .4 ,'4 nw1 
"- Repeat until 
34 
_VT 
VAKE 
FF ,Fs... F 
NO YES 
FF 1F ý.... F 45n5n345 
VAKE MAKE is 
+F +... Fn-1 If0 F ;3 F4+F +, .. Fri F F3±FS+p.. n_ 
F3<F . 
455 
Repeat until -, i 
35 1_12--j I 
IJEZEND ! 
o Question by Interviewer 
6n.. _- 
Reply by Interviewe: and ccntiimc until ". [S Fný"ý + rnýý ! 
Corrective zcticrt) fur, 
nnumerical v')Iues., to 
conforý v1itn Reply f 
r 
i 
i 
i 
i 
l 
I 
r 
R 
i 
-- -- -.. 
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3. The Ties f sý. of the U LO S ý-Irodel 
The 'n1.1_azfin{ model. was devised synthetically, based on the 
most prevalent response ven during forty-three i-riterviews, 
as described i. ii Chapter IV. The surunari.; ed results are 
shmm. on Table IV. 
interviewers question, as outlined in Chart I. "Answer" 
is the most prevalent answer given by interviewee. "Check 
In the following description. "Question" stands foz" the 
indicates the testing of the qua ntitative values allocated 
to factors, in the light of the "Answer". "Action" indi- 
cates the c®rrective . action necessa ry to male factor values 
compatible with the "Answer" . The "Preliminary Scores" 
are arbitrarily set, in keeping with the first ranJcinl-;, 
as a start-off solely. By subsequent steps the "Pre=i irin: iry 
Scores" are adjusted to be consistent with the moý; t preVa] ej4 
answer s 
Thus, following the "Logic" of Chart I, Label F'a t0 P 
a, 
allow 1 00 points to F1 
a 
and relative to F appropriate 
scores to Fla - F4a, call these "Prelir inary Scores",, 
Desig- Preliminary 
Requirements nation Sc ore s 
TERMS F1 a1 00 
QUALITY Fla 70 
INFLUENCES F3a 0 
MARKET PRESENCE F4a 20 
QUESTION : Is F1 
a, F2 a+ F3a + F4a 
ANSWER: NO 
CHECK : 100 70 + 50 + 20- zoo 140 
ACTION : LAV E UNALTERED 
- 
vV 
- 
Q, U I T_'10N a1 
?a+ß. 
a 
ANS11ER: NO 
cHE cz: goo/70+50::; 100 120 
ACTION: j, -T 
GO TO Fla 
QU STI OINK : IS Fla .F3a+ Fla 
ANSWER: YES 
CHECK: 70 = 50 + 20 
ACTION: 1_, `ýV ; UNS L TERED 
Tabulate final weights and adjust to 
0/00 
Final. >cosr-e 
0 
Can 
TERM S 
QUALITY 
INFLUENCES 
MARKET PRESENCE 
100 416 
70 292 
50 208 
20 84 
1 000 
b) - For 'FREE' Market 
(freely convertible currency areas) 
Apply method as before. 
Preliminary 
QUALITY F1 
b1 00 
TERMS F2b 80 
MARK ET PRESENCE Fab 60 
INFLUENCES Fob 40 
11 
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zog : is rý 1) N 2b _ r, 
1) 
+Fb 3} 
ANSWER : YES 
CHECK 41 00 Üo + 60 +Lo; 1 00 1 80 
ACTION: Make F1 
b= 
185, as 185 180 
PROCEED TO F2b 
QUESTION: IS F2b 
3b + 1,4 
b 
ANS1ý's. R: YES 
CHECK : 80 60 + 40 or 80 1 00 
ACTION: Aalte F2b= 105 
RETURN TO F1 
b 
CI-JECK: F1 
bF2b+ 
Fab + Fob 1 85 -'- 1 05 + 
60 + 50 s 205 
ACTION: Make Fb= 210 
0 Tabulate final weights and adjust to /00 
0/00 
QUALITY 21 0 500 
TERMS 105 250 
MARKET PRESENCE 6o 150 
INFLUENCES 40 1 00 
1000 
Thus the four Requirements assume the following weights in 
the two market conditions: - 
-E,, o -- 
' IZe ent' 
QUALITY 
TERMS 
MARKET PRi SENCE 
'Free' Market 
500 
250 
150 
100 
`Restricted' 
91- 
416 
84 
208 
Continue to assess the 'messages' within e_, ch ' requi rement' 
A -w QUALITY 
(a) Total score in free market = 500. 
Iý essaltes : Supply speý; i-i'ications, previous e;: per i ence, 
presentation of tender, coinnw,.; -i. cat: iolis. 
Preliminary 
Weiguzts 
Specifications 1 00 
Experience 
Presentation 
50 
20 
Communications 20 
QUESTION: is F1 
Aa F2 Aa 
+F 
Aa 
+F 
Aa 
3 ý- 
ANSWER: NO. 
CHECK: 1 00 50 + 20 + 20; 100 X 90 
ACTION: Make Fý 
Aa= 85 and. continue 
Desi( - 
nat i on 
r ýý 1 
a 
2 
a 
3 
F 4a 
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Ut DTI ON : IS +` 
Aa Aa 
+ 2 
ANSWER: YES. 
CHECK : 85 50 + 20 70 
Lý; ' VE ACTION: 
GO TO F2Aa 
QUESTION : IS F 
Aa Aa 
+ 23 
ANSWE7t: YES. 
Cf LCK : ýC) ': 20 + 20 4O 
ACTION: L. F, AV E UNALTERED 
Tabulate final weights and adjust to 
0/00 
of total 
Final Adjusted 
Weights Weights_ 
Specification 85 242 
Experience 50 1 113 
Presentation 20 58 
Communications 20 57 
500 
(b) Total score in 'restricted' market = 292 
The messages were weighted as in 'free' market, hence 
Final Adjusted 
WeiLhts Weights 
Specifications 85 14+2 
Experience 50 84 
Presentation 20 33 
Communications 20 33 
292 
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-TEPNS 
(a) Total score in 'free' harket = 25) 
Messages, Extent of credit, phasing of pa-\,: ient, guarantees 
and retentions. 
Preliminary Des! g- 
Weight s nat i ors 
Da 
Guarante es 1 00 F1 
Ba 
Phasing 50 F2 
ßa 
Credit 30 ß, 3 
QUESTION: 
Ba F 2Ba + ZS F 
ßa 
F 
1 3 
ANSWER: YHAS. 
CHECK: 100 50 + 30 80 
ACTION: LEAVE UNALTERED. 
Tabulate final weights and adjust to 
0/00 
of total 
Final Adjusted 
Weights Weights 
Guarantees 100 139 
Phasing 50 70 
Credit 50 41 
250 
63 
(b)- Total score in 'restrictct%' market 416 
MesDiages: Payment in local currency, extent of credit , Dart=Fr, 
Phasing of ý=ayuýent, Guarantees, Retentiolýc,. 
Local currency 100 Im 
0 F Bh 2 
Barter 50 ß Fb 
Dºý Phasing 10 I+`4 
13b Guarantees 10 F 5 
QUL DTI ON : is F1 
Bb 
It Bb F Bb F Bb Bb 2345 
i 1,: AT R: YE S 
CHEC . '100 't 50 + 50 ± 10 + 10 - 120 
ACTION: Make F 
Bb 
=1 25 
PROCEED TO F2Bb 
QUESTION: is F2Bb , F3Bb +F4 
Bb 
+ F5Bb 
ANSWER : YES 
c1 CK: 50 ý- 50 + 10 + 10 70 
ACTION: Make F2Bb = 75 
RETURN TO 
Bb 
Bb 
CHECK :F1=1 25 1 75 + 50 + 10 + 10 15 
ACTION: Make F1 
Bb 1 50 
PROCEED TO F3Bb 
QUESTION : is F3 
Bb 
4F 
Bb 
+ F5 
Bb 
ANSWER :YS 
CHECK: 50 1o+ 10 : ýt zo 
ACTION: 
jJ1/t i lE UNALTERED 
c 
t 
,ý 
-- 81. - 
Tabulate Cina:. wex. r; ýýi: s and adjust to 
0/00 
of totýilj 
Final Ldjusted 
', 'eights TTei 
Local Currency 150 212 
Credit '%5 106 
Barter 50 70 
Phasing 10 14 
Guarantees 10 14 
1., 1 6 
C- MA19-I1f 
(a) 
-- total score for 'free' mar1c t= 150 
(b) 
- total score for 'restricted' market - ý31s 
Messages: Company image and a ; onopoly position, 
U. K. iraage, familiarity with local conditions. 
Weighting of messages was the same for 'free' or 'restricted' 
market areas. 
Preliminary Desig-- 
eiv; hts nation 
Company Image 
U. K. Image 
Familiarity 
QUESTION: IS F1 
Cs F2C + I+, 3O 
ANSWER: NO. 
CIiECK :1 00 50 + 40 
1 90 
ACTION: Make F1c = 85 
100 F1c 
50 F2c 
4O F3c 
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Tabulate final weights and adjust to 
0/00 
o_C total 
Free Market Restricted 
Final Adjusted Market Ad. 
Weights Wei hts weights 
Company Image 85 73 41 
U. K. Image 50 43 24 
Familiarity 140 34 19 
150 84 
I 
D 
"- 
EXTRANEOUS INFLUENCES 
Messages are: Consultants, Main Contractors, Dusines:. 
Partners, Nationalistic consideration. 
(a) Total score in 'free' market =1 00 
Preliminary Desig- 
Weights nation 
Consultants 1 00 F1 
Da 
Main Contractors 40 r2Da 
Business Partners 40 F3 
Da 
Nationalistic Con- 
siderations 
20 F4Da 
QUESTION: IS F 
Da 
_, E2 
Da 
+E3 
Da 
+F4 
Da 
1 
ANSWER: YES 
CHECK :1 00 40 + 40 + 20 100 
ACTION: LEAVE UNALTERED 
PROCEED TO F2 
Da 
QUESTION: IS F2Da , F3Da + F4 
Da 
ANSWER: YES 
CHECK: 40 N 40 + 20 *- 60 
- 86 - 
i 
ACTION: Make F, 2 
Da 
= 65, re turd to F1 ' )a 
CHECK: IS 1 00 '- 65 + 4o + 20 1 125 
ACTION: Da Iýi. aj%-ý FZ = 130 
TalOulato final weij_; t. ts and adjust to 
0/00 
of toL: i 
Final I_d justed 
Consultants 130 51 
Main Contractors 65 25 
Dusine sis Partn ers 11-0 16 
Nationalistic Cornsidora- 
tions 20 8 
100 
(b) Total score in 'restricted' market = 203 
Messages: Political and Nationalistic Considerations, IlidJ en 
Incentives, Consultants and Main Contractors. 
Prelimiiii=iry Desi¬; - 
i'eights nation 
Political and 
Nationalistic Considera- 100 F1 
Db 
tions 
Hidden Incentives 100 1 
Db 
Consultants 40 F3Db 
Main Contractors 20 F4Db 
07 
... 
ý U! '; STION :TF Db + 
Db 
+ 1+ 
Db ý. . _ý 
I` 
ANSWER : NO. 
C1-1 C: loo 1 oo + 4o + 20 -1 60 
ACTION: LCAVE Li,; ALTEI D 
; ýUý'STION: is Pb F2Db + Iý3]ßb 
ANSt"ý1D : YES. 
CiIi OIL :1 00 '= 1 00 + 40 -- 1 40 
ACTION: Make r1 nb = 1115 
--- 
D° 
F3 
Db 
Return to Check Tý 
Db 
2D 
14o 100 + 40 + 20 
PROCEED TO F2 
Db 
QUESTION'T" IS F2 
Db 1 F, 
Db 
+r4 
Db 
. 
ANSWER: YES 
CHECK :1 00 ' 40 + 20 60 
ACTION: LEAVE UNALTERED 
Tabulate final weights and adjust to 
0/00 
of total 
Final Adjusted 
I, ej_`hts '. -. 'eights 
Political - National- 
istic Considerations 145 99 
Hidden Incentives 100 68 
Consultants 40 27 
Main Contractors 20 11+ 
208 
- 88- 
The complete 1i0AS score tabulati on ['or the sector 
investigated is shown in Table I oi. r(, rleaf. 
The contribution to "Total Score" by indivi? ual messages, 
in each mark-et, is shown on the following pages, Table II 
and Ili and in grap'D_i_c al form on Figure (6) anal (7). 
The diaC rammatical_ presentation demonstrates the advantage 
in concentrating the Co. ]zpany's efforts on the few, most 
important factors o 
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P RCLNTI C, CCNT 'IBUTION TO TOTAL SCC ,:, ' =Tl' T? LS 
Column A. "free" markets. 
Listed in decr'eas-in, order of score magnitude o 
No. Messy{fie No ® Designation Sco-e 
1 1 Coincidence of supply 242 
and demand specs. 
2 2 Previous experience 14-3 with product. 
3 9 Guarantees 139 
4 10 Company image 73 
5 8 Phasing of payment., 70 
6 3 Presentation of tender 58 
7 4 Ease of contii riicati on 57 
8 13 Consultants 51 
9 11 U. K. image 43 
10 6 Extent of credit 41 
11; 12 Local familiarity 34 
12 14 Main Contractor 25 
13 15 Business Partners 16 
14 16 Political Considera- 
tions 8 
TOTAL 1000 
Cumu1-A c ive 
Contri -Outi on 
1ý 
3 45 
14 
597 
667 
725 
782 
1 /2 of 
provide 78"j 
of total 
833 
876 
917 
3/4+ of factor: 
provide 90%ý 
of total 
951 
976 
992 
1000 
91 
TA'? 
_ 
I lI 
'T`'TI3ýJIýIOI'I TO... T. OTAL SCO? D BY I`: fyT't'IýTJ. ',? STJ: ': JZ^I 
Cc>1ýý,; Y rý. Ti "restr. ict"A" market 
Li ýted i. xý. decreas. i _ .; 1 order of score m ,. g-ni tude s C. unl. J 
Message lfax. Contri- CLuulativ2 
Ido, No. Des i_ 
_ ation Score but. ti. on 
N 
15 Local currency payment 212 21.2 6.25 
2 1 Coincidence of supply 142 35.1} and deniand specs. 
3 6 Extent of Credit 106 btu .o 
tE 16 11oli tica1_ Considera-- 99 55.9 tion 
5 2 Previous experience 84 6l:. 3 
6 7 Barter payments 70 71.3 
7 17 Hidden Incentives 68 78.1 
8 10 Couipan. y image 1l1 82.2 
9 3 Presentation of Tender 33 85.5 
10 4 Ease of communication 33 88.8 
11 13 Consultants 27 91.5 
12 11 U. K. image 2L. 93.9 
13 12 Local familiarity 19 95.8 
14 8 Phasing of payments 14 97.2 
15 9 Guarantees 14 98.6 
16 14 Main Contractor 14 100.0 
TOTAL 1000 
12.50 
18.75 
25,00 
31.25 
37.50 
43. 'x5 
50.00 
Of fý. cý)f, 
pr ov ic, ' ý' { 2; ý 
of score 
56.2-1) 
62.50 
68-T-, 
75.00 
75'/-) of fact or 
provide 91i ij 
of score 
81 .2`; 
87.50 
93.75 
100.00 
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SU111ARY OF FO:, TY i'ý ý: '_? Tý ý'=`; T, VI S 
TESTIONS TIPP LIES 
YES r; 0 
Iý F1 a Fla + F3a+ F4 a 5 in 43 38 in 43 
F1 a ß''2a + F3a` 6 in 38 32 in 38 
,r F1 b F3b+ F3b+ FIt 
b 
24 in 43 19 in 413 
p1 b Fzb + F3b 7 in 19 12 in 19 
r' F2b Fab + Fb 36 in 43 19 ixe 43 
 F Aa 1 F2 
Aa 
2 + F, 
Aa 
3 + F 
Aa 
3 in 43 41 in 43 
,r F1 Aa P2Aa + F3Aa 22 in 41 19 in 41 
F2Aa 
Aa 
F + F4 
Aa 
31 in 43 12 in 43 3 
No Market Diffe rentiat io n on "Quality", i. e. 
Aa 
= F FAb 
F Ba It F2Ba +F 
B1 26 in 43 17 in. 43 1 3 
F Bb 2 t, F 
Bb 
2 +F 
Bb 
+ F ý+ 
Bb 
3 
+ FBb 5 35 in 43 8 in 43 
F, 1 
Bb if F2 Bb + F3 
Bb 
+ F4 
Bb 1 in 8 7 in 8 
F Bb rt F2Bb 
Bb 
+F 0 in 7 7 in 7 1 3 
rr F 
Bb tt Bb F + F4 
Bb 
+ F 
Bb 25 in 43 18 in 4+3 
2 3 5 
ýr F2Bb  r Bb + F1 
Bb 9 in 18 9 in 18 
3 
F Bb 3 
Bb F B13 + Fý 43 in 43 0 in 43 
-- 95 -- 
IV (Cont'd 
No Market Differentiat: i on on "TMlarket Presence" i. e. Fla = FCC' 
QUESTION S REP 1,1.1 
YES NO 
Is Ca F r 
Ca 
+ 
üa, , 16 iii 43 27 in 43 1 2 3 
it F Da it Da F ., 
Da + F4 
Da 
E, 23 in 43 20 in 43 1 2 3 
re F Da 
Da F + 
Da F 18 in 20 2 in 20 
1 2 3 
Da F, 
Da F + r4 
Da 24 in 43 19 in 43 
2 3 
ýý F Db 
Db 
+ 
Db 
+ F4Db F 20 in 43 23 in 43 1 2 3 
r Db 
Db 
+ 
Db F 13 ±n 23 10 in 23 
1 2 3 
rr F Db ýr 
Db F + F4Db 25 in 43 18 in 43 2 3 
- 95 ý. 
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1 MQA. S "- I,, nI)I. J Ot USE 
The, basic MOAS model , once established, provides tio outline 
around which a scoring chart can be built. The rsiaximur, Y 
score for each factor is given and within this range, the 
measure to which each supplier can satisfy the requirer, _, nts, 
will determine the score he can book to his account. The 
quality of information regarding his own and his competitors' 
stren-; th in this respect will determine the quality of the 
assessment. 
The scoring procedure could be further formulised by an 
indication of 'Bench marks' within a factor score 
e. g. 57 points max. on "ease of communication with supp, pJier", 
allot say, maximum if (1) Agent well known to client, 
(2) Agent familiar with client's busines. , 
(3) I)ir_rect 
contacts with. relevant function in Supplier's Organisation, 
(Lt) No delay in replying to client's quer_ir's, allot 113 
points if only three of the four statements ap, >1 y, 29 if 
two apply etc. Such a procedure although being con- 
venient, as it enables the scoring to be performed by a 
less experienced individual, will introduce a further 
source of arbitrarity, and is not advocated by the 
writer. Such an approach is nevertheless feasible and 
could be applied to an automated system. 
The scoring should be performed by the Salesman in charge 
of the project as the person expected to best know the 
relevant facts, and he can use his judgment within the 
narrow band given to his discretion. By judging on the 
same criteria, both himself and his competitors, a marked 
consistency of judgment can be expected, 
The proposed scoring method could not be tested on historical 
evidence, as records pertaining to past Buying Decision 
situations were not available. 
tScoring Sheets' are presently completed for on-going major 
export projects, to allow a re-assessment after a t, ývo year 
period, in the light of recorded success/failure rate. 
4197- 
The 
, scot 1S_ ; ýE C ý: S i'wIll 
Coin ý- 'od with. histor .c.. 
] 
taken b z, ý. s can 
recd eaLior1s J_: xntrodu. _; c=i 
be c t-r_1ý_ý_t d a: id p -riodic&1 1ý' 
, -ý'ata on the Decisions 
be ana 1y s d. and the ne cessa. (--y 
1 
For a. pc r, i_od w" time ' iO_', _ 3 should be run in parallel º; i tu 
the provaý =i : ý; system t,:, -d only after proven to be valid, 
in4roduced as ojieroAionai tool. 
Figure (9) sho\: Ts fo '--: at o-l- a lhOAS scorin -; sheet, as 
used in the 
2. MOAS APPLICATIONS 
MOAS, as an a p;: raisal t Uech-nique "or a single identified 
project will provv: ide information relevant to decision 
making, 
1) at the enquiry stage. 
2) at t1i tender p reparation stage. 
3) at the pricing decision stage. 
When applied as a current procedure to the forecast, 
potential business of the firm it will provide: 
4) an assessment of expected bookings, 
to enable (a) i orward planning of 
resources and (b) an assessment 
of cost variance due to change in 
overheads recovery. 
5) a priority rating index to direct 
short term sales effort policy. 
- 
98 
6ý a guide to a 1eiig terra bales training 
program , involving all the functions 
inc , _: 
firýa that tont , ibut e to the 
Success of a= bid. 
7) a formal framework for the I"larket 
Intelligence ,,. c: civity of the firm, 
enabling ins r)7i, , tion to be requested 
and , r, ri-thered on a nusih er of pre determined 
relevant points, 
INIany more applications for iý O could be enumerate-, d but its 
use would differ f'ror. r i inn to firm and the basic principle 
could be adapted to the specific needs of the Company. 
'hen an enquiry is received, a decision has to be made whether 
to tender or not. This decision will generate considerable 
expenditure in estimating and design, will engage the firm's 
capacity in these areas and possibly prejudice its ability 
to tender for another job. 
Evidently it is important to be able to assess the Company's 
chances of success at this stage, and set priorities for 
tender preparation. It is further suggested that - MORS 
assessment will improve the soundness of such decisions. 
r - 99 
FIGUBF BIS 
1iA. XI1diJtf SCORE 1,000 POINTS, N 
. 
Ti; YOURSELF L'iD LOCK COMPET1 O: APK':.. Li` c .. CHA; NC:. IS O VI SCORE OUT OF TOTAL, FOR , f2 All (, "; W COL", 'ý 1i FOR FP. t. EL : CCýaV: n. ZRTI: _p, ., 
'r, C'.., , L.,. ýýCT 
1 ý, }: l, TITS AND CO, ý::; '; IPI FOR iýýt . ý. n; ýiý. ý, _ýY 
CU, : ýVi:, T ýT1 ý; LFý CU ý,,. P--: ý'.; Y } hi...: 13, THE CHART IS r'.. SE'D ON 
= -PRICE CE FACTORS;, TO BE US CU ONLY FOR BIDS /1 HSE 32 '". CCE1 T bL F RICE L f:. 'ERWTIAL _ BASFD O IN DETAILED }: NO DGE .ý OF ME . ý).,, li. iZG. ý, I Lj, ^, AK CG;: e. 'nli`iI: I'&SGt; i&D 1101, ..; 
COuiN, W 00 
CGW'TITOR'S . >`i'l; cKOTH ON EACH INDIVIDUAL r . C1'GIZ. 
PURC ? : >1, i? S BUYING DJ('IEi'. )U I: I'L'JE1; C . 1ý BY 1.1S "I". x O., :I SC3:: 7ING PJ GE r. S C0MPEITC 
A 
QUALITY OF SUPPLY (GROUP TOTAL, A- 500 B# 292) ß 
1. Coincidence of supply specifications with b, iyerfs 
demand on: Tech. Spee; s Delivery C. P. A. os Sub , , , 
Contract Patinern, 0-242 0-142 
2. Previous experience with product, his own or thRt 
of others knov; n to h1m or from published in- 
formationa 0.143 0- 84 
3. Presentation of tender and technical literature - 
clear, concice, cn:.. p; etent, gives alternatives. 0. - 53 0- 33 
4. Ease of communication with ci ;, plicr, his Rep's, 
Agents, Head Office, their en; verness to advise 
and competence. 0- 57 0- 33 
B. TERI-1S OF PAYMENT (GROUP TOTAL, A- 250, Bn 411) 
5, Extent of payment in local currency, for sub-con- 
tracting, local purchase etc. - 0-188. 
6. Extent of credit (interest bearing) 0-. 41 0-188 
7. Barter payments or Undertaking To Purchase - 0- 79 
8, Phasing of payments (Non interest bearing) 0- 70 0- 16 
9, Guarantees - Fixed price, Performance, Late 
delivery. 0-139 0- 15 
C. MARKET PRESENCE (GROUP TOTAL, A- 150, B= 84) 
10. Company image and monopoly position. 0- 75 0- 42 
11, U. K, image, 0- 38 0- 21 
12, Familiarity with local conditions, 0- 37 0- 21 
D. EXTRANEOUS INFLUENCES (GROUP TOTAL, A- 100, B 208) 
13. Consultants. 0- 51 0- 32 
14. Main Contractors 0- 25 0- 16 
15. Business partners 0.. 16 - 
16. Political/ ationalistic Considera-ýions 0- 8 0- 80 
17. Hidden incentives ." 0- 80 
TOTALS: 0-tC\J 0-1000 
EXPECTED OWN CIA; CE OF SUCCESS u0 'ý SCORE DIVIDED BY SCORE TOTAL, ALL CC: '.. iITORS 0. 
-100- 
CT i3 , PT :ii 
NON PR7. CL; - Ai%D Pi ICE +" 1CTOR RELATP-ý',, SHIPS 
10 TH FINAL PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS 
The pprobabi _i. 
tyy of success as arrived at by i: OAS v: ill 
apply only to equal price conditions between competitors, 
a situation Avh: ch seldom prevails. From the kno;, Jed e 
of our chances at equal price and the price sensitivity 
of the client e 0g. up to what price differential above 
lowest price the bid will be considered, we can construct 
a diagram for the feasible area, as illustrated below. 
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The price sens: i tivity factor is plotted alonE the 
and is given in terms of per cent above lowest bid 
X. 'T hi: _, va1_iae is est; iblished frog, historical bidding 
data, information {, athcred by Tr"-., -'c- . 
ý. ssocirttiolis on price 
of orders placed and Mark(_: t Intelligence. Along the Y 
axis we plot the probability of wir-ling the contract, aid 
the )-" axis can be labelled the equal, price axis. The 
MOAS score equals the Y value, whcr. X=0p 
Over the short distance of the acceptable price differentin-l, 
the Y curve i> approx: i i- at ing lineaa 1 : i_ ty. 
let Y= probability of success. 
X= differential, expressed as a decrial. 
M= ? OAS score. 
B= Max. accept,, J., 1c-ý price d: i f'fe: t'entir-: 1. 
Y--C 
thus, as sum-ning linearity, '"=A. X. +C and A=X 
from the "Buying Deci. sion. " Diagrane, (Fig. 10) 
when. X=0, Y=C=M 
X=B, Y=0A=-C- -- 1ýý 
BB 
thus, Y=M-BX (1 } and X=B -- B. (2) 
To come back to the situation described in 
Fig. 10 
where M=0.7 and B=0.0'x, it can be seen 
that 
From (1 
if we decide to bid 2c; % above the lowest bid, 
equal 0.7 - 0.7 
x 0.02 = 0.5 
0.07 
if we decide to bid 1% below the lowest bid, 
equal 0.7 - 0.7 x 
(-0.01) = 0.8 
0.07 
and from (2) 
our chances 
our chances 
we deduce that in order to achieve say a 3: 1 chance of 
success (Y = . 75) 
-1O2 
x -- 0.07 -9' 
0r 
x 0.75 r -O . x-05 
I. e. our )rice be 2",!, below the lowest --i-, rice to expect tih°zt 
chance 
or, if the bias is again. _ 
t our bid, i. e. M is, say, 0.35, 
then to get a 50: 50 chance 
0.07 -00.5 . 03 
J.. e our pr ce rl uzt sae Xý below the lowest price to expect 
50: 50 chance 
these a º_ ternatives must be further reconciled with the other 
factors influe n. c na pricing decision. 
2" PAY-. oPF COrI,. PU 1, ,. lr! oils 
In the Heavy Capital Plant market the major bid opportunities 
open to a bidder are fairly well known, a nuniber of months 
in advance. The success or failure to win any one major 
contract, will greatly effect the work load in the shops and 
effect the profitability of operation. Cost estimate, are 
based on a fixed overhead distribution based on a budgeted 
shop loading and the risk cost associated with losing a 
contract will have to be taken into account in the expected 
pay off value of any bid. The cost of preparing the bid is 
another part of the risk cost. The commercial risk stemm- 
ina from mal-manufacture, design or erection shortcomings, 
must also be considered. 
A project's PAY OFF VALUE equals the profit we stand to make 
in the event of winning the contract, less the loss ire stand to 
incur upon losing ito 
Let 
F= Expected Pay Off 
R= Commercial risk upon winning the contract, i. e. design 
deficiency, late delivery etc. 
Z= Probability of occurence of commercial risk. 
L= Loss risk, from under-recovery of fixed costs upon 
losing contract, etc. 
-.; 03-. 
Probat: il. i ty ()f ývir1111119 Contract 
o . 3C01. ^E'. 
- - Price sensit vi ;; Tý differential value 
P Contri bution to fixed costs as id profit; from this bid 
X= Price differential to lo,, est bid 
then, 
4ý ý3) R. Z) -Y) where Y 
To illustrate a fictitious PAY OFF ANALYSIS, assume: 
total fixed annual costs for the firm amount to £1 Mil. 
trý shop loading is budgeted at E10 Pail, works cost 
The proposed Bid is estimated on the basis of: 
Gross Cost = £3.5 TIii. (includes £320,000 contribution 
to fixed costs) 
Commercial risk (a) Dr siL; ý?. Deficiency Risk Cost = £50,000 
at probability of 0.2 
(b) Late Delivery Penalty Risk = £70,000 
at probability of 0.3 
z. e, n. z = (50,000 x o, 2) + (70,000 x 0.3) -- £31,000 
L, Loss risk = fixed Cost under-recovery = £320,000 
- M, M. O. A. S. score 0. L,. 5 
-a B. Maximum price differential tolerance = +2 
- Competitive lowest expected bid price = £3.8 iai. 
Our Budget Price = £3.78 I-iii. (£3.5 Mil. costs + £280,000 Profit) 
- P. Contribution to fixed costs and profit = £320,000 + £280,000 = 
E600,000 
-- Y9 Probability of winning contract = 0.45 - 
2`1! 
`5-, -x0 02.00j 0.562! 
- X, Price differential to lowest bid = £3.8 Mil. - £3.78 
from (3) 
Expected PAY OFF =£( (600,000 x 0.5625) - 31'000) - 
(320,000 
(1-0.4375) ) 
£ (337,500 - 319000 - 140,000) = £1669500 
Upon subnn. ttance of bid at the indicated price, one should credit 
"expected pay-off" by £166,500. 
For shop-loading purposes, Y= . 5625, 
assuming £3.18 Mil. nvmufacturing content at 0.56 chance 
"expected shop-loading" should be credited by £1 t7f Oi800 
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ANNOI'ATE') FsI13I_ ý OGH?. ýl'ýiýr 
This Chapter intends to give a general survey of publications 
consulted in the course of this treatise and by inference, ill 
revealing subject areas that lack -dequate covers e, to suggest 
useful opportunities for indust rri«? _ marke ý. ing inve: -. 1 iE; ation 
and research, In the 'Discussion' that follows reference 
is to these publications. 
1. ', ietaxa s Ted. "Purchasing' s Part in Capital Goods 
Buying, " Rurchasin,,, (September 11th 1961) - Reports 
on a survey conducted in seventy e: i. {; I1_ß; Firms, in- 
vestigating the buying decision pattern and coca-- 
clu. ding; Ghat in 8/t% of cases aitho n;; ii. they decisions 
took into account the primary user ýtiue of the 
purchases, other non-intrinsic factors effected 
the final decision,, 
20 Thain, Donald I-ia , Johnston, Charles B. , Leighton, 
David S. R. "How Industry Buys : Title Conclusions and 
Recommendations on Marketing to Industry". 
Sponsored by the Business Newspapers Association of 
Canada and the Canadian Chapters of the 1National 
Industrial Advertisers Association, 1969. One 
hundred and eight industrial purchase case studies 
were analysed to reveal the buying pattern in 
different industrial companies, the factors de- 
termining the buying decision and the media through 
which these influences are perceived. 
3o Ammer Dean. "Know the Facts about Your Vendor". 
Purchasing, November 1967t gives a survey of a 
scheme introduced at the Lycoming Division of the 
Av. Co. Corporation for an objective evaluation 
of "non-pri_ce value" given by various suppliers. 
1 0.5 - 
Busch, C. E. ý Not. ; i. st of uppli :rv ilu tt . O! 1" P urc)- 1r s=i Sep-t(cmber 9 i; h 1963). A method i. s 
sug, Tested whereby buyers can vaiuc--i to supppjiers, 
based on performance. 
5. Pushwef l, J. M. 11 What Makes a Good Supjpliel " 
Pur. chasing (June ? 0th 1960). Quotes a selection 
of buyers arnd3_ their vi cýws on the-zr e,,. p, ýc tat i. c>ns 
fror. , T. ap 
Gý Edwards, ia. rsha1l G. "Supplier 
Jour -gal of Purch; sinnt, -, Vol. 3 
Case Studies describing buying 
evaluation s chef mes of supp1. ie r 
nt Eva] uat_i on 
i 9r /) o 
i"i11E' 
decis-i. Oil I_>attcrns 
so 
7. "Plant Visits Pay Off....... If you Know what To Look 
For". Purchasing (17th August 1959), gives g; ý. uideline:; 
for an evaluation of the suppliers' facilities, by 
visiting his premises and working environment. 
8o Pooler, Victor H. "Can Vendors Really be sated? " 
Purchasing (18th June 196P-),, Describes several Vendor 
Evaluation Programmes in American Industry. 
9. " Put a Dollar Sign on Vendor Performances': Purchasing 
(January 27th 1967). Describes a most interesting 
value rating system as operated by a major %merican 
Corporation, whereby non price factors are quanti- 
tatively evaluated and included as monetary handicaps 
or prizes in the bid offer. Bidders are then in- 
formed and can use the information for future 
improve¬; mei-it of these bids o 
- io6 
1 0. "'Ratitý{; ys Let_º Iý gyp,: Dues °, el: r_; or 'erfon-lallte" Pýý, ýiiasi:: ý; 
nth i_) , c(, riher 1X 61 )3F, cr. ii)es a 'buyer's eva] uat-- 
Ing ; ebeme of his supplie, -s Serv-ice, Sales Personnel 
approach and product virtues. 
1. "Ve11dopý" fa Ling rids Buyer and Supplier". I-t, o? 1 
Age, (21 t October 1965). Gives deta_; ] of General 
Dicetr: i_c Co:, zpa:. n-1. _a-'s supplier rating scbe;,; e, w1iere 
ß. 1e1_ , h. ted factors for various non-price factors are 
used. 
1 2. iianc_ eil, ? ýMetr°: iczý "IndustryI s Secr: ýt 'ýýcýcl: >o Dtýiý's 
Review 
. rid 
lodern Industry (Beete?: mberr. 11960). G. i. yes 
a description of reciprocation tactics in soiling 
and indicates the unwanted effects of these pressures 
from the buyer's point of view. 
1 3. "Helping Salesmen Identify Points of Buying Influence" 
Industrial Marketing (bray 1962). Reviews the opinions 
of Senior Sales Personnel on best appro; ý.. ches to the 
Buyer. 
14,, Kerna, Jerome B. and Sonners, Montrose, S. 
"The Behavioral Matrix -A Closer Look at the 
Industrial Buyer", Business Horizons (SLntier 1966) 
The authors come to the conclusion that behavioral 
influences greatly determine the industrial buyer' S 
decision, much as the case is with the consumer 
goods buyers. They further conclude that in order 
to capitalize on these facts the supplier i ust 
rationally analyse and plan his approach on the 
facts established. 
- 107 -. 
I tj Walsh, Charier, 1` ,ý , eachin,,; Those 'Hicide: ý' l, uyin{ý 
Inf7. uences" n Industrial_ 21ar1ketj. nnf7 Oct. 11, )61 }o 
report on rye search conducted which revealed the 
vatic ty of factors determinin{; the buying decision. 
The point is made that these factors are } of 
necessarily obvious to the Sales Engineer any it does 
reco ise an investifý: _ting approach to reveal tho He 
facttorsa 
16, Webster, Frederick E. Jr. i-Iodeling, the Irtdu. i:; trial 
Buying Process" . Journal of I"iýart,: etiug I hsearcli, 
Vol. 11 Nov,, 1965). Describes «n attei, lpt to 
analyse the Buying Decision on Op, e_ration: i. 7 Research 
Principles. The inter--relatioie_ship of' ; everal of 
the variations is discussed.. The mocdel is based 
on five steps: establishing the need, deciding to 
buy, identifying the h, ulplier, esta. abli s , `i in :> 
the 
criteria of choice, implementing the selection. 
1 7. "Close Look at Z, Ihy Buyers Buy". Iron ß'1 ;e 
(Deceriu)(: r 
27th 1959). An investigation report by the 
Industrial Advertisers Research Institute, v, here 
motivation research revealed the importance of the 
"attitude" that was created in the buyer's mind. 
Explanations are suggested for the 'Hidden' motives. 
In twenty four Companies fifty eight were ascertained. 
1 8. Copeland, Melvin T. "Buying Motives for Industrial 
Goods". Principles of merchandising, Pu i: AW 
Shaw Co. Chicago 1924. In this very early work the 
basic influencing factors are outlined and ,, rouped 
in (a) the factors deter:: inin ; the proc_Iuct choice 
(b) the act ors deterl: iining the choice of supplier 
(the "patronage" motives). The author UUelieve: s that 
rational motives predominate the industrial buyin<<; 
clecisiono 
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19. Duncan, Delbert J. "Harvard Business Rcvie,. "" (1940) 
A very clear treatise singling out the rational and 
irrational motives and identifying 'enerai 
pane n in the industrial buyiii behavior, mainly 
in. the choice of period o' placing orders. 
20. "Hiow to Use Emotional Factors that Trigger lndistrial 
Sales" Steel (April 6th 1959). Concludes the 
recomm ons from Dr. F R Sheaf 's research into itl-- 
d. ustr_ial buyiit,,, i uotivat on. The r; ain arzilýýýient po:; - 
tulat,! d is that with increa sing; ra tionali sa !. ion. of 
production, tute differences betwee n product:,. th A_i n-i ß, 3. i. 
and exogenous _ nf; l uences in crease in iinporta: nce in 
the buying deci sion. 
21 o Lewis, Howard T. "What Ihlotivates the Industrial 
Buyer? Don't Overlook 1--Lis Human 33-notions". 
Printers' Ink (; pril 11th 1958). the author recognises 
the influences of both tan ible and intangible 
factors in. the buying decision and criticises the 
advocates of "the hard facts only" school of thought. 
The important point is made that the buyer seeks re- 
assurance for his trust in the supplier's capability 
and is therefore capable of being influenced by 
promotion techniques and is foremost influenced by 
the supplier's Company Image. 
22. Duncan D. J. "External Forces Influencing Pur- 
chasing Behaviour". Pacific Purchaser 
(August 1965). 
In this contribution DJ Duncan deals with the exogenous, 
environmental factors determining the buying decision, 
the supplier's operations, the actions of his own 
competitors, technological change, business conditions 
etc. 
W- log 
1Klass 1; etrand "",, hat Factors tffuuct Incla_jstri: J D, uv- 
ii ng De c. i li ons ? ". The author pre 57, ent s the results c f' 
two hundred firim: s. Answers i-, -ere sought on questions 
of: Aftccr Sales Service, 17hard Sellin,; ", Proi otion c: tc. 
Gives information on the relative ii: -,; portancc in the cey, e 
of the buyer of -the different deterra_i rants , 
24 Levitt, Theodore` "Coi: k, zunication. s and Industrial 
Sel_1.. 
_: ý. l a" , Journal of iar3: eting, Vol 31 
(April 1 967) 
The ý_-uthor correlates the buying; dcc -i_ on :; t-1. )iIi IIi to 
general communication theory and conducts irnvee,; ti(, 'ati. oiu,; 
into the relative irnport; mce of , eve rdeterlmiilianl; 
factors such z)s the buyers competence, supplier's 
reputation, quality of : ales presentation etc. 
25. Faris Charles t; '. , , rind Yor, atm, "Induw; trial Buyiii. - and 
Creative Marketing". Publ : Allyn & Bacon Inc. 'Ilostor_, 
1967. Marketing Science Institute Series. =Intends 
to develop a. classification system aimed at tJie 
specifics of the selling task. In three pacts, the 
operational fraitiev,, ork for the analysis, tlho i. cAenti- 
fication of the determinants of industrial buyer be- 
haviour and the suggestion of implications from the 
knowledge gained, the researchers cover the entire 
spectrum of the Buying Decision. 
26. Liander, Bertil, Terpestra Verh and Yoshino Michael, 
Y. "Comparative Analysis for International r: arketin. Eö 
Publ: Allyn and Bacon Inc. Boston 1967. : iarlk, eting 
Science Institute Services. A treatise on i<<lrkr, t 
assessment on a comparative international basis. Pre-- 
determined criteria applied to various national 
markets, world wide, make these markets assume certaii. 
positions on a diagram and by cius i; er aiialys-i ;; their 
'value t as markets is quantitatively, evaluated. 
._1 10 .. 
26. (Continued ) 
The de-evelopra<-n. , /c1us ter analysis approach classifies 
countries according to five progressive levels of 
economic and technoloc; ic: al development. Countries 
within these levels are then clustered on thc, basis 
of eiplit environmental conditions (e. g. population 
den. i Ly and urbanisation) and four societal factors 
e. g. ethnographic diversity and lin"iiistic homo- 
en: i.. ety. 
The regional typol_ogica. 1. approach focuses on five 
major geographical regions. A rcpt; i_onal tyy1)o1ogy 
has been d. ev: i, :; ed, based on twenty five s eci. oeconomic 
indicators involved in any major m<ý. -Icetiý u operation, 
ra y-, i. ng from GNP per cap_i. ta to lire expectancy and 
telephones per one thousand population. Relative 
values are assigned to the raw data and f': i. n. a1_i y, the 
relative ranks of each country are based on. total 
country scores. 
The two-dimensional score approach attempts to assess 
the overall and relative standing of a country on 
the basis of a degree of its economic and demographic 
achievement, and a measure of internal national 
stability and cohesion. 
The authors are suggesting that their classifications 
of national marketing systems could be used os a 
guide to executive business decision-rnakin. g. 
27. Edelmen, Franz. "Art and Science of Competitive 
Bidding". Harvard Business Review (July-August 1965} 
An optimum bid-price model for maximum pay-off. The 
probability of success is a determinant factor in the 
choice of the final price. No method for the as- 
certair1ment of this probability is indicated. 
11. 
- 
28. Priedman Lawrex, cc , "A C: o:: petitive. -Jid(: izi,,; Strategy" -- 
pre: sen. ted. to the York : ceting of the O. R. Society, 
June lath 1955v Operations ? yes. ,L, 1Q4(ß 956) .A 
method for the Bete s inati on of the optiirium bid price 
in the face of a1 +_rg ,e nw, - or of unknown bidders. The 
previous "hiddii p patterns" of competitors is used zis 
input to the sc: hei; -oe. The concept of' the 
Bidder' is discussed. 
29. Ackof fL Bussei, "A Concept of Corporate Planning" . 
Publ : Wiley ln-L-, j-science, 19 0-p7--''7 .A tr<ý.. ý i. se 
containing a chapter, on the "Philosophic:. oF' P1 aniiinr". 
The di ferent planning a pproaaches, labelled: sai-isfici m-,, 
optiinis 1g and adaptivis, i. ng, are discussed. 
30. Haussetann F. , and Rivett 73.11. P. "Competitive Bidding" 
Paper presented by B. H. Po Rivett to the Operzitional 
Research Society. 
The authors deal with the problem of bidding siniultaneouslý 
for a number of contracts against conlpetition by an uliilnowi 
number of competitors. A case study is presented to illu- 
strate a suggested approach. 
31. Stobaugh, Roberts B. Jr. "How to analyse Foreign Investmcýni 
Climates", Harvard Business Review (Sept. -Oct. 1969). 
The authors, who published the article as an outcome of 
H. B. S' Multinational Enterprise study, financed by the 
Ford Foundation, analyse "investmen. t climates" in different 
areas of the world. Forty international companies vcre 
investigated and the author advocates four types of in- 
vestment-climate analysis. Quantitative rating scales 
are illustrated. No indication is given on evidence 
the actual weights were allotted. 
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32. Mercer A. and Russell. J .I . T. , "Recurrent Competitive 
Bidding" O. R. Q. 1969.20. -1, " ri C O;: ip,? t, 1 t1_VE-' bidding ; 'Oli Cy 
is formulated based on prior knoti,, ledge of the proba- 
bility distribution for coi-ipetitors bids for future 
Contracts. 
A t77et}i_ad is suF; (; ested to determine these A)r-gor probýi. -- 
hility disty, E0utions. The su; )pliers' r(, 1ative price 
dif fercntiajs over a number of years were : shown to 
change smoothly in rf_'sponse to their ton -er--term 
objectives. 
33. Hammond John III. Better Decisions wl_th Preferelwe 
Theory" . Harvard Business ý2evicv, r: Noveinbc r --ý) ýcc 
1967, A treatise on decision making technio; ues to 
aceom. i,. odate r: i sk-takirng at tit ides. I'll,. 11; -; m-'nand sA! ows 
step by step how and when to use preference theory. 
The probability of occurence for the events tinder dis- 
cussion rests on technological arguments and can thus be 
quantitatively expressed. 
34. Green Paul. E. and Carmone Frank J,, (of Pennsylvania and 
Drexel Universities), "Multidime. nsional Scaling and 
Related Techniques in "iarketing Analysis". Publ c Allyn 
and Bacon Inc., 1970 -A summary of recent developments 
in non-metric ranking techniques. 
35. Terpstra Vern "Organising Information for International 
Planning and Control",, from the proceedings of the Fall 
Conference of the American 'iIar? yet-ing Association, Septe:: abcr 
1966. ' Suggests on information system in accordance 1: ith 
market determinant fact ors o 
- 113_ 
36. Carson Dav. 1 "Cc:, tparative Jý. arketi n -11 A Nei: -Old ý'J-d, 
Harvard Business hevie (;. iay. -June 1967). The author 
trail; the development of 1" ý,. rketing and Comprir, -, tive 
Marketing during the ages and last decades in p,. rt-i_cul-°r, 
dwelli_n, ý; on the causes of recent intcr. est in the topic. 
370 Alderson [roe and Green Paul E. "P laim--ing and P robl (-'ni 
Solving i n Market J. ng" , publ.. Richard D Irwin _i : zc . 1964. 
38. "The Zmplicatioi: - of Technolo; ': i cal 1? 'oI-ecastiji.,; for In- 
dustfi. ol Marketing". A Roles grid Parker occa ; ±onal palter', 
by Gordon Wills add Richard Wilson. The give a 
summary of the development of T. F. and its impf i-cation in 
Corporate Plannniný;. 
39. Ensor James "Marketing Across Frontiers". Financial 
Times of 2nd April 1970. The article cites -several 
case studies emphasising the importance of fm: dl=iarity 
with local custom when marketing internationally. 
40. "Overseas Projects Group". Progress in 1969. Supple- 
Inent to the Board of Trade Journal of June 24th 1970. 
Describing capital projects overseas, involving British 
suppliers. On the evidence o contracts won the 
salient "winning points" are analysed. 
41.. Elliot G. Y. "Model-making for Profit". Financial 
Times, 22nd May 1970.1it Elliot the director of OR at 
P. A. describes the techniques of model-making for decision 
making arid mana ; enient information systems. 
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42.1=`aimer !) -vid. 
"The Pitfalls of Lo; ! an ge 111annin;; " 
Financial. Times June 9tsi 1970. : `-: r Pali-.; er, of London 
Business School examines the success and failure of 
Corporate Planning in British Industry, pointing out 
the false expectations often prevailing in indusl. r}' 
that can lead to the discrediting of the t. iothod. 
43. Wind Y,, "Industrial Buying Behavior, Source Loyalty 
in the Purchase of Industrial Components". Ph. D. 
Dissertation, Stamford University Graduate Scilool of 
Business, 1966. 
4 4. Stang : '), avid John. "The Use of Input-Outp tI na. lysi., 
as a Planning Tool for Iiulti Product Firms" Now York 
University Ph. D. dissertation Economics Theory, 1969. 
The author's aim is to demonstrate the use of I. OL, 
technique in a micro economic context, as an assistance 
in short term decision making. In taking issue \", ':: _th 
the neoclassical theory of the firm, it is argued that 
firms in reality may not act to maxi, Aise profits and 
that the non-uniqueness of the fir), i's objectives demands 
an approach different from the optimisation concept. 
The Input-Output model is offered as an appropriate 
analytical tool. 
45. Wind Y. P. E. Green, and PJ Robinson. "The Determinants 
of Vendor Selection: The Evaluation Function Approach". 
Journal of Purchasing, Vol. 4 (August 1968) pp 29-41 " 
4 6. Festinger L. "Behavioural Support for Opinion Change". 
Public Opinion Quarterly, 28 (Fall 1961v) p., I10'+, 
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47 
" 'Rainond C. K. - "Review of the i-ic giver Report" - Journal of 
Advertising Research IV March 1964- p. ! 9. At Du Pont 
the result of a promotion exercise showed clearly two 
media caused inverse effects on attitude change as against 
sales, i. e. more attitude change resulted in fei; -er sales 
and conversely less attitude change was followed by greater 
sales. 
48. Dawes, R. M. "Social Selection Based on Multidimensional 
Criteria" - Journal of Abnormal. and Social Pshychology 
Vol. 68 (Jan. 1964) pp. 104-109. 
49. Shepard Roger N.. " On Subjective Optimum Selection among 
Multiattribute Alternatives" in. "Human Judgments and 
Optimality" (New York 1964, Publ. John Wiley and Sons). 
50. Gossling W. F. Editor. "Input-Output in the United Kingdom". 
Proceedings of the 1968 Manchester Conference. Publ. by 
Frank Cass and Co. Ltd. London 1970. A reprint of pap': rs 
presented and records of discussions conducted. The 
views of experts ac give in the field on the future role 
of Input-Output Economics at firm level are noteworthy. 
51. Shute B. J. "The Product Mix Problem in Heavy Fabrication 
A Linear Programming Approach. Loughborough University of 
Technology. M. Sc. Thesis, 1971. A pilot study intended 
to discover the problems associated with building an 
L. P. Model of the Company's Product Sales Strategy. The 
Study forms part of the framework discussed in the present 
dissertation. 
- lib 
52. Moulton David F. "An lndu str_iý 1 Application of 
Programming". Leicester Polytechnic 19i0. 
The paper describes an industrial application of L. P., 
that resulted in a suggested solution to the opt1misýttion 
of an Engineering firm's product-mix. The progrzil-lý, ýý was 
run at B. I. T. on a Stantex Computing System. 
53" Alexander Wo Cho "The Competition of Materials". 
Published in Contemporary Physics and Scientific American 
1967. The author outlines the technology and economics 
of the use of materials in the light of technological 
devel. opinent and discusses the competitive trends am on 
basic materials in the U. S. A. and the U. K. 
54. Carter Anne P. "The Economics of Technological Cha. nf; e". 
Scientific American, April 1966. Offprint 629. Miss 
Carter, Leontief °s colleague, applied the Input--Output 
tables of the U. S. economy for the years 1947 and 1958 
to the task of producing (in the computer) the 1958 
gross national product. At the 1958 technological order 
a net reduction of 10; % in the materials input required, 
compared with the 19+7 order was recorded. Metals showed 
the biggest losses in usage, with a 271/*' drop in the re- 
quirement for steel. 
55. Ranard E. D. "Use of Input/Output Analysis in Long Range 
Planning". Presented at the Regional Meeting of the 
Institute of Inter-Industry Data, Inc. Arthur D. Little, 
Inc. Cambridge Massachusets, April 1969. The author, 
Senior Corporate Planner of Combustion Engineering Inc. 
Windsor, Connecticut, discusses the status of input-output 
analysis in long range planning at Combustion Engineering. 
Technological coefficients and economic forecasts were 
obtained from private consultants and the Model constructed 
so that the effect of differing economic forecasts on 
industrial output can be obtained in the 1963 to 1980 
period. 
- 117- 
56. Wagle B. "The. Use of 1M1odel_s for Environmental Forecast- 
ing and Corporate Planning" Operational 'Research Quarterly 
Vol. 20 No. 3. This paper presents briefly, the foreca:; t-- 
ing and planning activities which have evolved over the 
years in Esso Petroleum Company. It describes three 
computer models developed in the Corporate Planning De- 
partment for these activities - an econometric model for 
short-termmn environmental forecasting and economic analysis, 
a horizon year optimization model for long-range corporate 
objectives setting, and a multi--time period simulation 
model for financial forecasting and planning both in short 
and long tern. The structure, use and limitations of 
each of the Models are discussed. 
57o Cols A. George. "Input-Output in Short-Term Forecasting" 
Presented at the Institute for Inter Industry Data Inc. 
Symposium, New York Hilton Hotel, May 12th 1971. 
Dr. Gols elaborates on. Arthur D. Little, inc. 's recent 
applications of I/O to short term forecasting by using a 
range of GNP forecasts for 1971 and investigating inter- 
industry relationships on a "high" and "low" GNP forecast. 
The relationship between high growth rates and progressively 
higher investment in Capital Goods is highlighted. 
58. Schumpetero Joseph. Business Cycles: "A Theoretical 
. 
Historical and Statistical Analysis of the Capitalist 
Process". Published in 1939, it places particular 
emphasis on three different cyclical hypotheses. The 
long-term Konratieff Cycle, to last some sixty years, the 
ten years Juglar Cycle and the three year Kitchin Cycle o 
The author demonstrates on historical evidence the 
occurrance of these cycles, without claiming to understand 
their theoretical causality. 
_. 118 _. 
59. Jay Peter. * "Llil1 Konrat? 
_ef 
f prove gtron¬, er thaý-, Keynes'''? 
The Times, December 24th 1971. Lxar; _ines recent economic 
world crisis features in the light of classical theory of 
cyclic economic patterns. 
6o© Ball, R. J. "The Significance of Simultaneous Methods 
of Pari xjieter Estimation in Iconometric Models. J. Appl. Stat. 
12t 14-25.1963. 
61. Carey Kendall. " Input--Output: Researching the Market" 
The Director April 1963. The author outlines the 
potentials for Sales Forecasting brought about by the 
emergence of this new Management Technique pointing out its 
limitations and benefits to be derived. 
62. D. T. N. Williamson. "The Organisation and Control of Batch 
Manufacture", Policy Paper, SRC. Engineering Committee, 1 971 . 
The author proposes a joint University/Industry co-operative 
project on the implementation of Cellular production met'jods 
in a practical environment. Cellular manufacture is treated 
as a sector of Group Technology applicable to large-scale, 
wide-variety batch manufacture, as encountered in the 
Capital Goods Industries. 
63. Williamson D. T. N , "The Pattern of Batch Manufacture". 
Proc. Inst. Mech. E. 1967-68, Vol. 182, Pt. 1. 
1 4. N. E. D. O. 1966, Production Planning and Control. 
65, N. E. D. O. 1968, Better Delivery. 
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CHAPT;; V 
DI äCU S, 10 :: , J) POLENI C 
(Nmibeis in Brac cts Denote Opus C. +ted in. Previous 
Chap i-. er 
(a) On Determinants of Vendor Selection 
The Buying Decisions, as a phenomenon of human behaviour, 
has been examined by Researchers from different disciplines. 
Behavioural Psychologists explained the attitudes produced 
on the basis of pure stimuli-response considerations, 
whilst Behavioural Sociologists stressed the demographic- 
soci. oecono12m1ic characteristics of Buying Behaviour. Duncan 
(22) under: i.. ines the role of the individual's attributes 
influencing the Buying Decisions whilst Klass (23) emphasises 
the attitude towards the source of supply, based on "input 
from the environment". To the practicing manager an 
"understanding" of the buying behaviour means his ability 
to measure it, and Management Science should concern itself 
with the researching into means of quantitative m; ýasurement 
of the determinants of the buying decision. As said almost 
a century ago: "if you cannot measure something, and cannot 
express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a meagre and 
unsatisfactory kind". * Despite the importance of the subject, 
little research has been conducted in this area, none brought 
to an applied stage, to represent a working tool for the 
practicing Marketing Dianager. 
The only significant contribution to the quantitative study 
of determinants of vendor selection comes from the group of 
researchers at the University of Pennsylvania, Y. Wind and 
Paul E Green, in conjunction with Patrick I Robinson 
(34,43, 
45) who attempted to quantify the factors at play during 
the vendor selection situation. 
Their approach differs conceptually from the approach ad- 
vocated in this dissertation in two respects: - 
Lord Kelvin, President of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers, 187L1 
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A) the Pennsylvania Grou-p' s Data comes fru attitude 
searching interviews conduct, -. d on I idustr_Lal_ Buyers, 
the MOAS approach is based on venlor a ; prai sal of 
buyer reactions. 
B) the former include price and non-price factors in 
their factor-unit, the writer proposes to rank 
only non--price factors, on the basis of an equal 
price situation and to introduce price as a separate 
variable. Price sensitivity, which is a distinct 
value for different purchasing bodies, should be 
viewed as a variable investigated separately from 
non-price factors. 
In support of the MOAS approach it is argued tJi,. it: 
aý The social action and behaviour of the individual 
reflects his attitude, causality between attitude 
and behaviour cannot be relied upon. Many studies 
have proven this point. L Festinger (46) concludes, 
based on three relevant studies, that "this 'obvious' 
relationship (between attitude and subsequent be- 
haviour) probably does not exist, and that indeed, 
some non-obvious relationship may exist". The 
NcNiven report (4+7) supports the non identification 
between attitude and effect. 
A further factor detracting from the validity of 
the buyer's self-analysis reponse to an interview 
is the bias introduced by his own moral judgement. 
Socially unaccepted characteristics such as "hidden 
incentives" would be underrated, whereas socially 
commendable characteristics such as "quality of 
supply" would be overrated. A more objective view 
of the causality involved can be expected to come 
from the vendor's side, where motivation will act 
favourably in respect of truth. fullness of reply. 
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b) To view price just as another vendor selection 
factor is an undesirable over-simplification. 
By introducing a variable of a different r1. -3 ture 
into the unit, the multi-attribute range of the 
objectives to be ranked increases greatly, it 
increases to an extent, where in the writer's 
view, assessment becomes impracticable or at 
least, of poor validity. On all non-price 
factors maximum buyer satisfaction is desirable, 
whereas on price the acceptable penalty cost 
above lowest price is relevant. 
The measure of price differential acceptability is in most 
instances fixed by purchasing style, directive or custom 
and is specific to a particular buyer. The buyer, faced 
with the problem of evaluating multi-attribute alternatives, 
must-and does - "collapse" mentally, the various multi- 
dimensional attributes to a single order of overall worth. 
The mental process involved has been labelled the "evolution 
function" (48) and this feature of additiveness of values 
shown to manifest itself in human judgement, has been treated 
by Behavioural Psychologists (49) and is described as "Linear 
compensatory". 
Eventually then "overall worth" value is weighed against the 
price penalty and this is considered to be the basic dychotoniy 
of the Buying Decision. Hypothesising on this concept, the 
vendor ts chances of success would be represented by the 
vertical vector component of the triangle created by Vendor 
Bias, Price differential and Price sensitivity (see Buying 
Decision Diagram (Fig, 10). 
It seemed to the writer more appropriate not to attempt to 
analyse the mechanism: of the evaluating function but to 
classify the stimuli in accordance with the response produced, 
using the recorded experience of observers (the vendors), as 
observation. 
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A visualisation of. the . experiment can 
be found in imagining 
a series of snap-shots of the buying decision used as input 
to a-scaling and value measure Analysis to segregate the , 
"part worths" which make up the collapsed "overall worth". 
A further basic consideration in the INAS approach, not 
seemingly relevant in the Pennsylvania team study, is. its 
applicability in real life situations, as a working tool. 
The Pennsylvania study arrived at a factor list*, in- 
cluding such abstract concepts as 
"Quality/Price ratio" or "Technical Innovativeness" which are 
heuristic notions more than percievable m essages. MOAS 
employs percievable messages only as scoring measures, thus 
bringing the. method into the reach of practicing managers. 
The, fact that-price is being considered jointly with non-- 
price. -factors, in the Pennsylvania study, as pointed out 
before, will indiice the interviewees to declare price as 
the overruling factor, as indeed it is, but only beyond 
the Price Sensitivity range. 
The Wind-Green-Robinson Scaling List 
Item No, Performance Characteristics 
2 Quality/Price Ratio 
1 - Delivery reliability 
9,1 Technical. Ability and Knowledge 
6 Information and MLirket Service 
3- General Reputation 
4 Geographical Location 
10 Technical Innovativeness 
8 Extent of Previous Contact with 
Buyer 
5 Importance as client (reciprocity) 
7 Extent of "personal benefits" 
supplied to buyer 
Scaling 
Value 
3.61 
2 . 94 
, 
1-95 
1 . 86 
1.65 
1.63 
1.61 
1. x+4 
0.61 
0,100 
12.3® 
By focusing the interviewee§ attention onto non-price i'<, ctors 
only, ignoring price at first, and then only establishing 
the price sensitivity range max. point by solicitin( the 
vendor's information on this point separately, the validity 
of the judgement is improved. It will not be too difficult 
for an experienced vendor to establish the buyers max. 
tolerance level for "above-min. " prices. From previous 
bid results; direct contacts and other means, this statistic 
can be arrived at. 
In his study on Source Loyalty (43) Y. Wind proposed a rank- 
ing of 1 to 6 for the scale of importance of Significant Ex- 
planatory Variables based on their empirical correlation with 
the dependent variable (source loyalty). The 6 "Explanatory 
variables": Cost saving, the "dollar.; ' value, price index, 
Work simplification, Recorxmiendations, Attitude towards source; 
are associated with a . 26-01O range of correlation with 
source loyalty i. e. that would be their quantified "value". 
Mr. Wind does not claim that the factors dealt with are 
exhaustive, they are only part of the various influences 
prevailing in the Buying Situation. 
This seems to be the present "State of the Art" as far 
as reported work on methods of quantitatively assessing the 
determinants of industrial buying decisions, is concerned. 
On the other hand, in the field of operational decision 
making, where a quantitative assessment of the chances of 
occurance. of a particular buying decision are used as an 
input, essential to the decision making technique, liberal 
use of this factor is made. 
The "probability of occurance" is an integral part of all 
pricing policy theories. How is it that the use of an 
input is advocated without an indication of how to arrive 
at this factor? It is assumed that the probability of 
occurance is given, what it implies is that the decision- 
maker is expected to decide on a value on purely subjective 
grounds. 
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Haussetann and Rivett (30), who developed on the earlier wor"I 
done by Friedmann (28) while at Case Institute of Technology, 
reporting on their work on maximum expected gain from bidding 
for ' n' objects within the limitations of given resources, 
simply state : "Let p (b j, j) be the probability of a bid of 
bj on the jth object actually winning". To quote Friedman 
"Now let P(X) be the probability that a bid of x will be 
lowest and win the contract. Then the expected profit.... " 
and further "One way of determining the probability of 
winning with a given bid lies in studying previous bidding 
data. Presumably the results of previous bidding on 
contracts are always announced, and from these announced 
bids the 'bidding patterns' of potential competitors may he 
studied. Suppose we are studying Competition 'At . On 
every previous contract on which 'A' bid and on which our 
Company made a cost estimate, we take the ratio of 'A's bid 
to our cost estimate. If there are enough previous contracts 
on which 'A' has bid, a pattern of 'A's bidding behaviour 
relative to our Cost estimates will emerge as a distinct 
distribution. These patterns can be made for all potential 
competitors. Assuming that each competitor is likely to 
bid as he has done in the past, which is the best assumption 
in the absence of additional information, the probability of 
being lower than Competitor 'A' is...... " 
Mercer and Russell (32) of the University of Lancaster deal 
with competitive bidding policy when prior probability 
distribution of competitors bids for future contracts have 
been determined. The emphasis is on competitors' price 
strategy determination as a basis for the Buying Decision 
prediction. The assumption of product similarity to 
reduce the Buying Decision to a single determinant, price, 
is made. This may apply to very specific situations but 
cannot be accepted to apply to the market situation subject 
of the writer's treatise. 
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Mercer and Rus: -, ell criticise Friedman and his followers 
for ignoring the difference of attractiveness to the supplier 
for different contracts", ...,.... The basic assumption of 
that paper implicitly ignores the differences in valuation 
placed by competing fir-, -, is on the same contract, which is 
equivalent to assuming that either no contracts are differ- 
entiable or all suppliers are irrational. If no contracts 
are differentiable then it is not meaningful to device a 
selective pricing policy. By definition all irrational 
supplier cannot be expected to have a selective policy. 
Obviously neither of these conditions prevail in the 
majority of markets". 
The writer agrees with this criticism of the Friedman 
school of thought but equally cannot agree ivi th the Mercer- 
Russel approach of the single attribute Buying Decision, 
ignoring the multi-attribute situation prevailing in the 
live market, expressed in the composite measure of supplier 
competitiveness Q The acknowledgement of Buyers' perceptions 
and preferences regarding products and services are basic 
to the Marketing Concept and need no further substantiation 
here. In spite of increasing similarity of products and 
services, due to the increasing sophistication of the buying 
pattern, we are confronted with a non diminishing presence 
of buying preferences determining the Buying Decision. 
Green and Carmone (34) in their treatise on Nultidimenti onal 
Scaling, the most exhausting and up to date monograph on 
the subject of this relatively new, computer-based metho- 
dology for analysing marketing behaviour, claim : ".... 
intriguing area for potential application may be found in 
the empirical estimation of 'evaluation functions'. By 
this is meant the weights that people use, to derive simple 
preference orders from partially ordered alternatives". 
As an example, consider the industrial purchasing agent who 
must choose among alternative vendors. 
qI 
R; ' 
d' 
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Vendor 'A' may be low in price, fair on maintaining cItl: ivory 
promise, poor in technical service and low in technicL: _1 
innovation. Vendor t BI might be high in price but 
excellent on delivery promises, and so on. Each vendor 
might be characterised as a vector of dimension "so many 
scores", only the individual components of which can be 
ordered across alternatives. 
Clearly, "Purchasing agents (and other decision makers) 
somehow "collapse" partially ordered alternatives into 
complete (overall) orders -. they must do so, at least 
implicitly, so as to make a choice. What we would li': e to 
find out are the implicit weights which make tip t1e evaluation 
function. Are some characteristics suppressed entirely, are 
strong interactions evident 4 in short, what is the relative 
importance of each characteristic and how do these weights 
differ among individuals and over time? Such knowledge 
would be undoubtedly useful in the design of vendor sales 
strategies. 
To date, relatively little marketing research has been 
devoted to the evaluation function problem, although a 
pilot study by Y Wind, (45) has demonstrated its feasibility. 
The writer is in agreement with the postulates put forward 
by the above author, but feels that the problem of the actual 
scaling technique can be resolved through the use of a 
simpler method, as shown in this treatise, algorithmic 
computation being inappropriate in the case of a small 
population of data as available in the Heavy Capital Plant 
Market. 
The measurement technique appertainin g to the method proposed 
by the writer complies wi th classical measurement theory. 
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It is a coiti: ion observation that individuals are intuitively 
more apt to rant certain occurances according to some 
criterion, then they are able to attach to these objects or 
concepts certain metric values. Physical measurement is an 
evolution of convention. If we can match a set of entities, 
mathematical entities such as numbers preferably, to a set 
of empirical phenomena, the perceived intensity of "more", 
"the same". or "less" of a given property (the de t ee rrminati on 
on the buying decision in our case) then we can transform 
a non-metric into a metric measurement. A set of numbers 
that comply with the order of "more', ' "the same" or "less" 
will not violate our originally established ranking, and 
allow us to work in a system of values lending itself to 
mathematical computations. In other words, if the 
correspondence between the empirical system and the 
mathematical system is close enough we can use the 
mathematical system's known properties as a close approxi- 
mation to model the empirical system. The method proposed 
by the writer, by repeatedly checking and correcting 
the consistency between the numerical and the empirical 
system improves the validity of the claim that the numerical 
system is descriptive of the empirical findings. 1'e thus 
assume that the numerical difference between two scaled 
objectives conveys their difference in content of the 
pertinent property (i. e. buying determinant value) of these 
objectives. 
The numerical system created is based on interval considera- 
tions and is a metric scale. Most statistical correlation 
tests are based only on interval scaled data. Interval 
scaled data differs from ratio scaled data, in that an origin 
point cannot be affixed to it. Physical measures like 
height, weight, length etc. are expressed in ratio scaled 
data. Buyer perception and evaluation cannot and need not 
be expressed in such a strong metric as a ratio scale, 
Our only interest is to establish a relative position in 
the league of prospective winners and to express numerically 
the intervals between those positions. These considerations 
lie at the basis of the MOAS concept. 
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Wind, Green and Robinson (45) in their investigation into 
determinants of vendor selection propose five sots of 
variables as determinants of industrial buyer's decision: 
1 The buyers' own characteristics, especially his 
psychological. mechanisms and behavioural chai, C., c: ter- 
istics, which serve as the major mediating pro- 
cessors between the inputs to which he is subject 
and his outputs (responses) 
Interpersonal influences of other organisational 
members. 
Organisation variables o The effect of these 
variables on the behaviour of the organisation 
members has been widely recognised by behavioural 
scientists but almost entirely neglected by nfiarkot- 
Ing experts. 
Input from the various sources of supply. These 
inputs are generally of two types : 
(a) those 
supporting source X and 
(b) those contradicting 
inputs which attempt to negate the influence of 
the supporting inputs for source X. 
Environmental variables, which are of three types: 
(a) general variables affecting the value system 
of the people of a given society, 
(b) general 
business conditions and 
(c) regular business 
constraints. 
Of the variables, the fourth set is of greatest value 
to 
the Marketing Manager, since its variables are controllable 
by the vendor, 
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Even though the buyer's perception of these inputs 
not correspond with the vendor's actions (j- ,, e. the 
perceived stimuli might differ from the actual or "true" 
Stimuli), these variables are still subject to the 
vendor's control and manipulation more than any of the 
other determinants of the buyer's source selection 
decision. Furthermor. e, the "importance weig 
buyer ascribes to each. variable also micht reflect 
some aspects of the other four sets of variables, 
suggesting that from an operational point of view, it 
might suffice to consider only the performance char_ r, cter-- 
ist: ics of the various vendors a----Id their reespectivý -, 1cit litf;. 
The empirical findings based on vendor experience as 
collated for the MORS exercise tend to substantiate in 
some respect the Wind--Green--fobinson postulates, but as 
quality/price ratio was the 'bench mark' determinant 
considered by ºrind--Green-Robinson, whilst NOAS rates non 
price factors only, a comparison of results cannot be 
drawn. 
Wind-Green. Robinson's Research Methodology agrees with 
that employed in MOAS in so far as in both instances: 
1 First, by way of interview, the exhaustiveness of 
a list of attributes of buying determinants was 
established. 
2) The structural list of attributes was presented 
to a group of respondents for ranking- on a d. icho- 
tomoised 'yes' or 'no' basis, (the Group was 
composed of twenty purchasing agents employed by 
a major U. S. manufacturing firm in the 1-G-R 
test, and of forty three Senior Salesmen 
from six firms operating in the international 
Capital Plant Market in the MOi S test . 
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The non-rnetrai_c ranking results were transl'or! c. ýd into 
a metric scale (for T U_"ýS using Churchman-. ',. c': of' s 
method, for W_G-R - the Thurstone Scale)- 
The writer's reservations regarding W®G-it's research method 
stem from the fact that (a) their respondents formed a small 
group frone one single firm, (b) that they compared single 
factors and the interrelation of factors may not have been 
sufficiently 'considered and (c) the price/quality ratio 
consideration could have a "dwarfing" effect on the rating 
of the other factors. 
In W-G-R's own assessment of results, a degree of acceptwice 
of this criticism can be found. 
It should be kept in mind though, that the two studies dif"er 
in that W-G-R relates to the U. S. market solely, whereas 
MOAS has considered the international scene on a "freely 
convertible" against "non freely convertible currency" 
market differentiation basis. Furthermore, the "buyer's 
attitude" will differ in different market sectors. MOAS 
relates to the buyer in the Capital Plant Market, W-I-G-R to 
the Industrial Buyer in general. 
(b) On Types of Models Employed in Corporate Market 
Plann: in 
Corporate Planning de ands the use of m. ore than one type 
of Model, to cope with the problems posed. 
Basically we want: (a) a model of the environment, to fore- 
cast its future shape and (b) an operational model of the 
Company, to optimise its activity within the expected 
environment 
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The strategy put forward in this treatise calls or an 
econometric model for environmental forecast.! ,,, _; Ja 
mathematical programming model for formulating; optimal 
plans, more speci. f. ically, Input-Output t'inalysis for 
the former, Linear : Programming for the latter. 
The environmental rno lel is purely diagnostic, we have no 
means, in isolation, to influence the course of change; 
the Company's operational model to the contrary, is 
designed to assist us in a positive choice of action. 
Previous researchers (44) have denounced the use of L. P. 
for Corporate Planning on the argument that the Company 
objectives which represents the function to be optimised 
by L. P. cannot be clearly defined as it must take account: 
of the environmental. situation. A linear approach does 
not indeed allow the optimisation function to vary, but 
it is asserted, in this dissertation, that in the short 
run, constrained by internal and external presssures, 
more specifically the present resources and feasible 
market share, the optimisation of contribution to profits 
and fixed overheads is an acceptable objective. Even 
when the firm makes arbitrary decisions which go against 
the profit maximisation principle, within the remaining, 
discretionary area, the optimsation principle can be 
applied, as we apply the L. P. model to the available 
capacities at any moment in time. 
It is thus argued that in preference of seeking to apply 
one single model which will optimise the Company's opera- 
tions as well as its objectives, the Planner can handle 
the problem by considering the Company's objective as 
being static over a short period of time, i. e that period 
of time within which the total fixed resources of the 
Company are held static and devise operational planning 
models to optimise the activity, but seek in parallel 
alternative, preferred objectives in the light of the 
environmental change.. 
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Too many firms have made the fatal mistake of ir, 'noring 
the changing environment and found t . emselves s f: randed 
in, a dwindling market. Technologic a; _ change and the 
cummulative effect resulting in micro, and macro cycles 
in the economy are the background against which the long 
term plan must be devised. The concept of a cycle of 
affluence followed by an equal recession is not new in 
history and is not a discovery of post-Adam Smith 
economics. The Pharaohs and Israelites were aware of 
it 3,000 years ago, their forecast was that of seven 
fat years followed by seven years of famine o The do. - 
termination of the length of economic cycles has been 
a favourite subject on which theories have been put 
forward by modern economists. It may be of relevance 
to the thesis to dwell for a short while on the subject. 
From Schumpeter (58) we learn of Joseph Kitchin's ex- 
amination of British and American economy between 1 890 
and 1922 substantiating the previous work by Clemmmen. t 
Juglar and for the first time offering a theory of cycl: i. caal 
economic movement. At about the same time in the late 
twenties ND Konratieff, a Russian economist proposed to 
demonstrate the existence of "long-cycles" occuring every 
half century or so; and the evidence is there. Peter 
Jay (59) also establishes that the cycle has been runn- 
ing regularly for a full 200 years. 
The first historically established KConratieff cycle ran 
from about 1790 to about 18LE4-51 . In Britain it ran more 
precisely from 1796 to 1845 with the turn from Napoleonic 
war boom to peacetime recession corning in about 1821. 
Indeed, there were. previous r 24 years of comparative 
stagnation from 1771 to 1796. The second Konratieff 
cycle ran in Britain from the repeal of the corn laws 
in 1816 to 1896. The quarter century of great Victorian 
prosperity ran out in 1871 to be followed by an equivalent 
period of adversity until the Boer ? -ar and then the First 
World tsar turned the tide again. 
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The third Konratieff ran in copybook fashion from 1896 to 
1964, with perhaps 1940 being displaced a little by--the 
second World War. The mid-cycle turn again came on cue 
in 1921 after the immediate post-war boom. If we date 
the fourth Konratieff from 194.6, we certainly have another 
quarter century of very fat years indeed, both in Britain 
and throughout the industrial world. And in Britain, 
where the cycles seem to have been exactly 50 years long, 
rather than just under 60 years long as Konratieff's 
general observations of the industrial world suggested, 
1971 obviously springs to mind as a significant date. 
Any observer of the economic scene during the last decades 
will agree that- by 1971 we have come closer to a recession 
than at any time since 1920. If the late 20th Century 
economic theory, "Keynesian in essence, and our better 
knowledge of-infra-structure economy has helped to avert the 
acute crisis, we can draw re-assurance in our ability to 
predict the level of economic activity which will form the 
basis of our inter-industry relationship forecasts. 
A national economy is to be seen as a supplier-purchaser 
matrix- within the constraints of the Gross National. Product 
Inbalance of output by industry, of a qualitative and 
quantitative nature, with the supply-demand pattern in the 
national and-by inference the inter--national matrix, will 
lead to conflict, the repercussion of which is disruption, 
hence recession. An economy practising Long Range-Planning 
may have a better chance of beating the, "Konratieff, cycle", 
The argument on cyclic macro economic movements, nation and 
world wise, should, the writer believes, be viewed in the 
light of similar patterns observed in, the movement of tech- 
_nological 
innovation. There is a school of thought pro- 
claiming that the rate of acceleration of technological 
innovation is constant, although effecting a geometrical 
progression of the actual speed of change and analysis of 
the history of innovation from the discovery of the wheel 
to nuclear power would tend to substantiate this theory. 
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The amplitudes of the cycles in the historical analysis 
previously given, are loose enough to accommodate a theory 
of gradual. shortening wave length. and indeed, not the c1-i- 
mensional accuracy of the true period is of relevance, l)tlt 
the fact that a patterned re-occurranco will he caused by 
a build up effect, and this build up effect is of interc'st 
to us in this thesis. 
We have seen, in the distant past ;, when emerging from the 
state of' self sustenance free wheeling economies grind to 
a halt and it is here suggested, this was the ultimate of Lect 
of incompatibility of supply and demand. We have seen an 
alleviation of the crises caused by the more short lived 
of the economical cycles (th. e Ju ; ]_ar and Kitclvi_1n cycles, in 
reference to the -opus quoted) during the contemporary, 
Keynesian, managed economy years. We have 'still to prove 
that the longer cycles, the }tonvatieff cycles, of half 
century duration, can be managed without major disruption or 
crisis. 
The seventies will tell the tale, we can only speculate now. 
What is relevant to this dissertation is the fact that the 
long cycle crisis can only be tackled on an ultra-national 
basis of compatibility of supply and demand, or in the con- 
text of this thesis (as an Input-Output Analysis concept) on 
the basis of a compatible Gross Ultra National Product (GUNS') . 
The kind of monetary and trading compromises agreed to, by the 
major industrial powers at the "Group of Ten's" meeting in 
Washington in mid December 1971 , in order to avoid a 
head-on 
crisis, are a sign of fire fighting which is to be welcomed 
in itself but which ought to lead to more fire-prevention in 
the way of continuous ultra national monitoring. Such 
monitoring, it is suggested, can only be done against avail- 
able supply and demand information, in other words, ultra- 
national-Input-Output Tables. 
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Wasteful, under utilisation of resources due to i "rn)orz nce of' 
the anti anticipated trade pattern would be greatly red-L1(-(-d by a 
better anal ability of information. It is su;;, - ested that 
the role Government has to play in this respect is great 1_y' 
underrated and ignored. The benefit to be derived is in no 
relation to the effort required. 
This incursion into macro economics is intended to prov: 1 -, c 
the argument for the use of Input-Output Analysis Force ; i; iua,, 
at the individual firm level, in preference to other econ- 
ometric models which do not take into consideration the 
totality of the problem. It is furthc'r envisa, r, od that tree 
use of such models will, by necessity, rapidly -i nc rea!; e ' ýnd 
therefore, Corporate Planners are well advised to pioneer the 
concept at an early stage o 
The writer must take issue, therefore, with practices aivied 
at using econometric models built upon the sin ii]_ar features 
of a particular business, without reference to the total inter- 
industry relationship. 
The Petroleum industry is well known for its advanced Corporate 
Planning act. ivites. 
B. Wagle (56) published details of planning; activities at the 
Esso Petroleum Company and advocates a method devised by 
Professor Ball (60) for environmental forecasting, an econo- 
metric model based on thirty one structural equations, thii ty 
one endogenous variables and thirteen exogenous variables. 
The equations derived in the model whatever the method of 
estimation, are based on an analysis of past data. To use 
these in forecasting will need considerable skill and und'er- 
standing of economics. The user will- have to make varioL s 
assumptions about the exogenous variables and also adju57tments 
to the forecasts in the light of any additional information be 
may possess, 
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For example, to study the effect of varying unemplovr: i«nt 
(say between one and two percent), the equation defznizi. 
unemployment would be dropped from the model and uncer:. jpaloy- 
ment treated as exogenous. The rest of the <<; odel be 
solved as before. Now, unemployment can be varied be L.: e-en 
one and two percent and its effect on the rest of the 
economy analysed. The main adva=itag e of the model is that, 
as all the equations are treated simultaneously, it is 
possible to examine the inter-actions betv., ecn the economic 
variables and investigate alternative assumptions. Re- 
visions of forecasts, for example, offer a change in govern- 
ment policy, and regular updating of forecasts are a1 so 
considerably facilitated. 
Whilst the writer fully agrees with the ap; »'o,. ac}h adhered to 
in the model described, it seems unappropriate to have to 
establish the interrelationships between economic variables 
in any other way than as they appear in the U. L. in Input- 
Output tables for the years 1948,1950,1954,1963 and due 
to appear for. 1968, derived from the National Censuses of 
Production. Indeed, the detail of information presently 
available leaves much to be desired, but effort should be 
put into the acquiring of this detail rather than establish- 
ing separate models for interactions taking place in the 
economy, disregarding the established national pattern 
Kendall Carey wrote in 1968 (61) :- "The Extent to which the 
Inter-Industry Tables can be usefully employed in Industry 
Depend Largely on the amount of detail provided. In the 
United States, tables are provided detailing eighty six 
industrial groups including separate categories for farm 
machinery, materials handling machinery and equipment; metal 
working machinery and equipment, special industry machinery, 
general industrial machinery and machine shop products, 
The analyst in the United Kingdom, in a similar industry, 
is limited by an entry for "mechanical engineering" in the 
detailed breakdown or simply "metal manufacture" in the 
more recent summary tables". 
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To give due credit to the C. >0, much lore de taile-, u- t Lion 
is in fa ct availab le. 
The Provisional Input-Output Tables 1968, pub?. . shed 
Febru: ai, )- 
1 971 , list the mechanical engineering industries under I: ov: 
or Column Nos. 22-33, the twelve sectors being: A, riculttiral 
machinery (SIC, rev. 1968 MLH 331), Machine Tools (33, "'), 
Engineers Small Tools (390), Industrial engines (3314) , To-x-L 1c 
machinery (335) , Construction and mechanical handling ecpi i? n- 
ment (336,337). Office machinery (338)), Other non-e1ecti' 1 cra1 
Machinery (333,339). Industrial plant and Steelwork (340, 
Other mechaical engineering 342 , 3149 , Instrument Engine cr n(351 
. to 354. 
) 
, Electrical Machinery 
(361) 
. Considerinv, th t 
if and when the actual 1968 Census figures will. be publ. ä.: 1ied, 
as the 1963 were, on a Minimal List Heading (MLII) breakdown 
by principle products, there is in fact data available at the 
Product I., ine level. Firms providing Capital Goods to 
Industry are in a more difficult position, as all supl)l. ies of 
Capital Goods appeared under Gross Domestic Capital. Formation 
without a per industry breakdown. This deficiency was 
accepted by the C. S. O. , the explanation lies in the manner the, 
original questionnaire, used for the Census, was designed. 
The C. S. O. has prepared a list of indices to be used with 
the 1968 Tables, allowing the Gross Domestic Capital Formation 
figures to be interpreted on a per industry basis. Britain's 
joining the E .E. C. might strengthen 
the cause of those 
pressing for a greater effort put into I/O Analysis at Govern- 
ment level. 
The French produce tables twice a year by means of current 
updating, they have seventy seven industrial sectors, the 
Italians have seventy six, eighty three in USSR and five hundred 
in Japan. The magnitude of the task to represent the U. S. 
matrix is indicated by the time period required to publish 
the 1963 Census which appeared after six years. It was 
compiled on a three hundred Industries break-down. 
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Recent Government Policy of no i interference in }, us i iintsS is 
taken to imply a less probing questionna rc, f or the next 
Census, but the busing-, ss community must realize thy: vital 
importance the Census Statistics have and have a tr eater 
involvement in this area. Trade r_ssoci;: tj. ons sliou lci be 
the leaders of such a move. 
At the 1968 Manchester Conference on I/0, (50, p 180) Mr. 
Berman. of the C. S. 0. stated "-from the point of vie,,, of the 
Government, I don't think the Government is particularly 
interested in very sreat detail tables: up to seventy is 
probably detailed enough for the Government's own use. 
If industry wants very detailed tables then it really depends 
who wants it. I. C. I. want it and Unilever want _i. t, that's 
all right, but what about the other firms, do they t,: ant it as 
well? We have got no idea at all whether other firms are 
interested in very detailed tables". Delegat; (--s fro rl Industry 
(Dunlop, English China Clay etc. ), present at that Conference, 
took the matter up and from their replies it became obvious 
that indeed industry needs the disaggregated data, and as 
the cost of such disaggregation was beyond the scope and 
interest of the Government, ways should be found for industry 
collectively to undertake the job. Mr. Berman suggested th,, t 
American practice, where private Firms expand the Government' 
tables, may be the answer to the problem. In the writer's 
view in order that other than the very large Companies, should 
be able, as well, to use I/O forecasting methods; Government 
initiative, to guide and co-ordinate joint efforts, is needed. 
It is within the capability of any of the larger Trade 
Associations to commission a disaggregation of their trade 
sector, or as an alternative, a Group of individual firms 
within a sector, preferably but not essentially, in com- 
plementary rather than competitive positions, can perform in 
the same manner. 
The writer has tentatively approached several firms of the 
latter kind, and received encouraging replies. It is 
to be 
hoped that Industrial Researchers will follow this approach in 
the future. 
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RE, CAPIrPUL4'PT(, -'i ', -ND ýZrý, z1. 
Some of the postulates of this TJie ; j_s a. re ori.? o ýýýýrtl. `i" 
deba te and are therefore enumerated a gain, e;.,; below-- 
'R Industrial Ph. D. scheme, preferably oii a 
continuous basis, with a proL; ressively Urowin; _; 
team of Researchers, from within the can 
become part of that firm's own pl<: n.. niizz team 
and contribute to: (a) Applied 'Nanag; c"ir, t-nt 
Technique Innovation and (b) n"-lanager. _al 
Manpower Development. The personal : c}tiv tý_ 
of the individuals engaged in the exercise, 
as Ph. D. Candidates, and the basic r cyu. i. rement 
to satisfy both academic standards and practicL,. 1 
acceptance by the working environment, ensure 
a valuable return on the effort put into such 
schemes by the University and the firm. 
2) Inter Fix-Lu Study Groups, as a means of Joint 
Applied Industrial Research, for the solution 
of defined problems of common interest, are 
advocated. The success of the MOAS Study Group 
led to the adoption of the same Course of action 
for the following Researcher, aiming at the 
disaggregation of the "Industrial Plant and 
Steelwork" S. I. C. Sector, in the U. K. Input- 
Output Tables, by members of that Sector. 
3} The Iýýarket Plan, , to form part of 
the Corporate 
Plan, is built up in two stages, Short and Long 
Term, not on a time base differentiation, but 
on the criterion of fixed against variable 
total 
resources and feasible market shares. A 
linear 
relationship for the Short Term Optimisation 
model is taken to be acceptable. 
1 IO 
3) (Continued) 
The variable environment , for the Long Term plan 
is to be ascertained by Input Output studies 
leading to new Feasible Market Shares. Resources 
must be variable in the Long Term and by repeated 
reiterations, an optimum new Target Product Mix 
can be arrived at. A Dynamic Optimisation 
Programme, which could not be solved io: a thematically 
is thus handled in a practical r: manner v. i th 
available tools, although, no doubt, in the future 
a more exact solution to the problem by direct 
Dynamic Programming, , may be found. 
4) AIOAS arrives at a quantification of human judgement 
by mechanistic means. By rationalising the Buying 
Decision Determinants and using procedural aids to 
achieve the most objective response, from an 
audience motivated towards a true response, the 
MOAS model is expected to approximate the real life 
situation. As a consistent method (even though it 
may contain a consistent bias) and by virtue of 
the discipline in the method of assessing, which it 
implies, the method has found acceptance by the 
firm's Sales Managers. It is expected that, with 
the accumulation of historical data, the model can 
be improved and as similar models are built by 
other Researchers, the general validity, or otherwise, 
of the approach, could be demonstrated. 
On the subject of the price-and non-price factors 
relationship governing the Buying Decision, the 
Researcher chose a novel approach. Different 
from previous Researchers who tried to determine 
the importance of the price factor, it is argued 
in this Thesis that the price factor's value is 
known for its two extremities. 
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(Continued) 
Its effect is Zero at equal prices and it becomes 
the Sole Determinant at some distance along the 
price axis, i. e. a Buyer will only pay a certain 
"premium" for a "better" product. That "prc., ui 
price" differs from Buyer to Buyer, but in an 
Industry 
, with 
few and large Buyers and a fairly 
set pattern of trading such as in the Heavy 
industrial Plant market, the "price Sensitivity" 
of Buyers is generally known. (This fact has 
been substantiated by the Inter-Firm Study Group)* 
The acceptable Price Differential Bracket, as 
described, is narrow, say 0-10% and thus, as. the 
price factor function over this distance is not 
known, but the distance is small, a straf, -; 'lt hue 
relationship has been assumed and the equation 
s e1ved.. 
This assumption could be verified by further 
research and the Theory refined. The writer 
hopes that other Researchers will continue this 
work s 
